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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1. Metaphor 

Metaphor is omnipresent in human languages. Its use was found in the world‘s oldest written 

works, such as the Babylonian epic of Gilgamesh dating back as much as four thousand years: 

Beloved friend, swift stallion, wild deer, / leopard ranging in the wilderness — / 

Enkidu, my friend, swift stallion, wild deer, / leopard ranging in the wilderness — 

/ together we crossed the mountains, together / we slaughtered the Bull of Heaven, 

we killed / Humbaba, who guarded the Cedar Forest — / O Enkidu, what is this 

sleep that has seized you, / that has darkened your face and stopped your 

breath?— (Trans. Mitchell 2004) 

 The notion of ‗metaphor‘ first appeared in Aristotle‘s Poetics and was defined as ―the 

application of a strange term either transferred from the genus and applied to the species or from 

the species and applied to the genus, or from one species to another or else by analogy‖ 

(Aristotle; in Wikipedia). The notion of metaphor as a ‗strange term‘ continued its existence in 

the framework of the Formalist tradition in Russian linguistics and poetics (Nowottny 1965, 

Leech 1969, Mukařovský 1970, Short 1996), where it was studied as a deviation from standard 

language and a purely linguistic device used for reaching a certain rhetoric goal.  

A revolution in understanding the nature of metaphor was brought in 1980 by the 

cognitive linguist George Lakoff and the philosopher Mark Johnson, who published their work 

Metaphors We Live By (1980), where they claimed that ―metaphor is pervasive in everyday life, 

not just in language but in thought and action.‖ (p.3) The scholars gave numerous examples of 

how ARGUMENT is understood (and thus, talked about) in terms of WAR, TIME in terms of MONEY, 

IDEAS in terms of OBJECTS, feelings, states and abstract notions in terms of ‗spatial 

orientations‘(p.14) like UP and DOWN etc. E.g.: 

ARGUMENT IS WAR 

His criticisms were right on target. 

You disagree? Ok, shoot!  
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TIME IS MONEY 

You‘re running out of time. 

Is that worth your while?  

IDEAS ARE OBJECTS 

If you have a good idea, try to capture it immediately in words. 

Your words seem hollow.  

HAPPY IS UP 

I‘m feeling up. 

That boosted my spirits. 

SAD IS DOWN 

I‘m depressed. 

He‘s really low these days. 

The ideas expressed by Lakoff and Johnson were adopted and developed by many 

scholars from various fields of study such as linguistics (Cameron 2007, Cameron, Low & 

Maslen 2010, Deignan, A. & L. Potter 2004), psychology (Tracy, S. J., Lutgen-Sandvik, P., & 

Alberts, J. K. 2006), advertising (Forceville 1996), social and political sciences (Schön, D. 1993, 

Stenvoll, D. 2008, Koteyko, N., Brown, B., & Crawford, P. 2008.), entrepreneurship (Hill & 

Levenhagen 1995), business administration (Yanow 1992) etc. 

 However, neither the conceptual metaphor theory developed by Lakoff and Johnson nor 

the approaches developed later on its basis focused on creating a reliable procedure for metaphor 

identification. Instances of metaphorical language were identified in accordance with the 

researcher‘s intuition, thus resulting in arguable decisions and conclusions. The first attempt to 

develop a reliable metaphor identification procedure (MIP) was made by the group of scholars 

known as the Pragglejaz Group (Pragglejaz Group 2007). The procedure consisted of the 

following steps (step 3 is summarized for convenience, for details see the article): 
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1. Read the entire text–discourse to establish a general understanding of the meaning. 

2. Determine the lexical units in the text–discourse 

3. (a) Identify the contextual meaning of a lexical unit. 

(b) Identify a basic meaning of a lexical unit. 

(c) Decide whether the contextual meaning contrasts with the basic meaning but can be 

understood in comparison with it. 

4. If yes, mark the lexical unit as metaphorical. 

The article also suggested that the Macmillan dictionary should be used for establishing 

meanings of a lexical unit as well as provided recommendations for treating difficult cases (e.g. 

polywords, idioms, interplay of metaphor and metonymy etc.). Being a very important step in the 

development of metaphor theory in general, MIP did not prove sufficiently reliable when the 

statistical measurements were applied (Cohen‘s Kappa and Cochran‘s Q) and was not checked 

against a large corpus of data, which meant that further research was necessary.  

1.2.  From MIP to MIPVU 

The next step in creating a reliable metaphor identification procedure was taken by the research 

group of the VU University Amsterdam under supervision of the Pragglejaz Group member 

Gerard Steen. The researchers applied MIP to the BNC-Baby corpus and complemented the 

procedure with new instructions, which would provide an opportunity to handle issues not 

covered by MIP. Decisions on the metaphoricity of lexical units were explained in detail and 

complex cases were analyzed and classified explicitly. The extended version was called MIPVU 

(Steen et al. 2010). 

The basic steps of the procedure were practically the same as in MIP:  

1. Identify the contextual meaning of the lexical unit.. 
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2. Check if there is more basic meaning of the lexical unit. It there is, establish its 

identity.  

3. Determine whether the more basic meaning of the lexical unit is sufficiently 

distinct from the contextual meaning.  

4. Examine whether the contextual meaning of the lexical unit can be related to the 

more basic meaning by some form of similarity.  

If the result of instructions 2, 3, and 4 are positive, then the lexical unit should be 

marked as a metaphor-related word (‗MRW‘). 

One of the major aspects that make MIPVU different from MIP is its interest in all 

metaphor-related words, and not only indirect metaphors. This results in the introduction of the 

following tags:  

1. ‗MRW, direct‘ for direct metaphors.  

E.g. He‘s like a [favorite old coat]_MRW, direct.  

2. ‗MRW, impl‘ for implicit metaphors.  

E.g. Naturally, to embark on such a step is not necessarily to succeed immediately 

in realizing it_MRW, impl. 

3. ‗MFlag‘ for words signaling a cross-domain mapping.  

E.g. Polar leaves have an elegant outline resembling_Mflag that of an Arab 

minaret.  

4. ‗PP‘ (Possible Personification) for special cases of metaphor-metonymy interrelation. 

E.g. Their tense, edgy faces watched_PP Delaney closely.  

5. ‗DFMA‘ tag (Discarded For Metaphor Analysis) is used if the context does not allow 

to make a decision on a metaphoricity of a lexical unit (mostly in conversation).  

E.g. I was getting <trunk> depres_DFMA<trunc> it was getting oppressive in 

that little office down there.  
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6. ‗WIDLII‘ tag (When In Doubt Leave It In) is used if the context allows various 

interpretation of a lexical units, both metaphorical and non-metaphorical.  

E.g. We have used here_WIDLII a mathematical theorem <…> (metaphorical if 

found in textbook, non-metaphorical if said during the lecture)
1
. 

Other differences between MIP and MIPVU include use of two more dictionaries by the 

latter (The Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English and Oxford English Dictionary), 

identification of metaphoricity within one part of speech etc. After the identification of 

metaphor-related words in four types of discourse (news, conversation, fiction, and academic 

texts), the researchers measured the reliability of the procedure by calculating Cohen‘s and 

Fleiss‘ kappas, which turned out to be higher than those obtained by Pragglejaz group (0.85 

compared to ‗between 0.6 and 0.8‘
2
). Unanimous agreement of analysts before discussion was 

about 92%, which proved that the new tool for metaphor identification was reliable.  

Due to the explicitness of MIPVU, it was suggested that the procedure can be applied to 

other languages. Two studies adapted MIPVU to the Dutch and French languages. The former 

was performed by Trijntje Pasma and was included into the book on MIPVU (Steen et al. 2010; 

Pasma, 2011), while the latter was accomplished later by Gudrun Reijnierse in the framework of 

the research master programme (Reijnierse 2011). The importance of the successful application 

of MIPVU to languages other than English is difficult to overestimate. This finding shows that 

the procedure has a potential of being applicable to a wider range of languages and may perhaps 

be used as a universal tool for metaphor identification in the future. The present study is one 

more step in realizing this ambition, since it will deal with the application of MIPVU to the 

Russian language. The development of the Russian version of MIPVU is one of the main 

objectives of this work and the basis for comparison of metaphor use in the English and Russian 

languages. 

                                                             
1 All the examples are taken from A Method For Linguistic Metaphor Identification (Steen et al. 2010). 
2 For the English language data. 
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1.3. Metaphor in translation 

Another important branch of metaphor studies that started developing in the 1980s is metaphor 

translation theory. It appeared within the framework of the following traditional translation 

theory views: 

1. A descriptive view claiming the importance of culture-specificity (Mason 1982; 

Snell-Hornby 1988-95; Tabakowska 1993) and studying the issues of (un)translatability and 

culture overlap (Dagut 1976, 1987) as well as the structure of cultural information (van Den 

Broeck, 1981). 

2. A prescriptive view providing a range of instructions for metaphor translation varying 

from literal translation to substitution with equivalent metaphor (Newmark 1980; Crofts 1988; 

Alvarez 1993). 

Both views were criticized for their ambiguity, disregard of context, and failure to 

explain what one or another type of translation pattern depends on (Dagut 1976; Snell-Hornby 

1988-1995; Lakoff & Turner, 1989). In this context, and because of  the simultaneous 

development of conceptual metaphor theory, a third view appeared, the cognitive translation 

view. This view promoted the idea that the ability to learn a foreign language and to translate 

from one language into another depends on the similarity of the conceptual systems of the 

languages under study (Lakoff, 1987). 

The cognitive perspective of metaphor translation was adopted by Mandelblit (1995), 

who proposed two types of conceptual scenarios, which could take place during translation: 

Similar Mapping Conditions (SMC), when certain phenomena can be described with the use of 

cross-domain mappings in both the source language (SL) and the target language (TL), and 

Different Mapping Conditions (DMC), when only one language makes use of metaphor. 

Mandelblit used this classification for investigating how the difference in mapping conditions 
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could affect the time needed for translation. Empirical  research showed that more time for 

translation was taken if the mapping conditions were different, since the translator had to find an 

equivalent conceptual mapping. 

Mandelblit‘s classification was further developed by Al-Hasnawi who subdivided the 

SMC into two sub-types: SMC reflecting shared ideas and SMC reflecting different ideas. 

According to Al-Hasnawi, SMC reflecting shared ideas can be represented by ―metaphors 

expressing a small number of ideas shared by the two languages and hence expressed, roughly 

speaking, by similar expressions‖ (Al-Hasnawi 2007). Such type of metaphor relation in 

translation is illustrated by the following examples of English idioms translated into Arabic:  

1. SL/ Necessity is the mother of invention.  

TL/ ?alHaajah um ?al?ikhtiraa'  

Lit. The need is the mother of invention. 

2. SL/ A drowning man will clutch at a straw.  

TL/ ?alghareeq yata'alaq fii qashah 

Lit. A drowning clutches in a straw 

As for SMC reflecting different ideas, they are claimed to be realized in metaphor use 

both in the SL and the TL with ―major differences in lexical choice‖ (Al-Hasnawi 2007): 

3. SL/ A fox is not taken twice in the same snare. 

TL/ laa yuldaghu ?alm?uminu min ?aljuHri marraryin 

Lit. No believer (in Allah) stung from a hole twice 

4. SL/Many hands make light work. 

TL/ yadu ?allahi ma' aljamaa'ah  

Lit. Hand of Allah with the group 

As Al-Hasnawi puts it, ―the only plausible justification for this variation in the use of 

metaphoric expressions is the fact that the users of each language map the particular conceptual 

domain of their own world differently‖ (Al-Hasnawi 2007). 

The typology developed by Mandelblit and elaborated by Al-Hasnawi will be applied in 

the present study as a tool for comparison of metaphors in English texts and their translations 

into the Russian language. In accordance with cognitive translation theory, the possibility of such 
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a comparison already proves that English and Russian languages partly share conceptual 

systems. However, since the languages are representatives of different language families, it is 

expected that there will be also numerous differences between the conceptual systems of the 

speakers. The verification of these ideas constitutes another objective of this thesis.  

1.4. Problem and Goal 

As was pointed out earlier in the chapter, the development of the explicit metaphor identification 

procedure for the English language (Steen et al. 2010) provided new opportunities for reliable 

metaphor analysis in the English-speaking world. As a graduate of a Russian university majoring 

in linguistics, I have come across numerous studies involving the analysis of metaphor (Brysina 

1988, Voronova 2002-2006, Zaytseva 2006, Chudinov 2001a, 2001b, 2002a, 2002b). All of them 

are based on the researcher‘s intuition, which is considered problematic in contemporary 

linguistics. Thus, the first objective of the present study is the adaptation of MIPVU to the 

Russian language, which would give Russian linguists an opportunity to conduct metaphor 

analysis on a new level. 

One of the benefits of applying MIPVU to the Russian language is the creation of 

common grounds for metaphor comparison across languages. This is the second objective of 

this Master thesis. For this purpose, a dual language corpus (English - Russian) will be 

examined. Metaphors found in the original English texts will be compared to their translations in 

the Russian versions of the texts and put in the framework created by Mandelblit (1995) and Al-

Hasnawi (2007). Such classification will allow identifying similarities and differences between 

the linguistic expressions of metaphor in Russian and English, as well as will enable us to see 

how different types of metaphor-related language may correspond to each other in translation. It 

is expected that due to MIPVU application, new patterns of metaphor translation may be brought 
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to light. If this is the case, the classification developed by Mandelblit (1995) and Al-Hasnawi‘s 

(2007) will be elaborated. 

As for the third objective of the study, it consists in comparing potentially existing 

conceptual metaphors of the English and Russian languages identified on the basis of linguistic 

evidence collected and analyzed during the study. Such comparison will be facilitated by the use 

of Mandelblit (1995) and Al-Hasnawi‘s (2007) classification, since all the data will be organized 

according to conceptual scenarios. Thus, the overall goal of the study is comprehensive 

comparison of English and Russian linguistic metaphors and underlying conceptual notions. 
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Chapter 2. Material and Method 

2.1. Texts 

In order to compare metaphor use in English and Russian, three types of texts were chosen: 

news, fiction, and a movie script. The news texts were taken from the BBC website, both 

English (www.bbc.co.uk) and Russian versions of it (www.bbc.co.uk/russian/). The Russian 

translation of the news texts was at times not complete or, by contrast, complemented with an 

overview of the situation in Russia. For instance, the Russian version of the article ―Naked 

soldier smashed glass to stop Salford car thieves‖ (published on 5 April 2011) did not include the 

interview given by Pc Adele Ainscough, while the translation of the British article on the 

introduction of a new law that imposes fines on businesses allowing under 18-s the use of 

sunbeds, was followed by a short report on sunbed use in Russia. Such parts of texts (i.e. present 

only in the English or Russian article), were not counted and analyzed. Fiction is represented by 

an excerpt from the novel Lord of the Flies by William Golding (1958) and its translation into 

Russian performed by E.A. Surits (Golding 2009). As for the movie script, it belongs to the 

movie Mr. Nobody directed by Jaco Van Dormael and released in 2009. The Russian version of 

the script is taken from the professional translation, which was used when the movie was 

released in Russia on the 15
th

 of April 2010. 

In total, the English and Russian versions of the news texts comprise 9,308 words, the 

dual language fiction corpus contains 9,509 words, while the two versions of the movie script 

add up to 12,534 words. Thus, the corpus compiled for the present study totals 31,351 words.  

The choice of the material is conditioned by the fact that it represents all four registers 

analyzed during the development of MIPVU: news, fiction, conversation, and academic texts. 

News and fiction are represented by the separate texts described above, while the movie script 

combines three registers: fiction, conversation, and academic prose. Mr. Nobody is a science-

fiction movie containing narration, dialogues and excerpts from a scientific TV programme on 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/russian/
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the topics of time, space and human feelings. Dialogues resemble those occurring in everyday 

life and can therefore be taken as representing the conversation register, while the scientific 

insertions resemble academic texts as they use special terminology, formal language, and 

numerous cohesive devices. The diversity of the material is both important for trying out MIPVU 

adapted to the Russian language and for the investigation of similarities and differences of 

metaphor use across the data. 

2.2 Morphological annotation of corpus 

Since the annotation of corpus was an important factor for the application of the MIPVU 

procedure, it was crucial for the present study that the analyzed texts are provided with part-of-

speech (POS) tags. Only the fiction text (both Russian and English versions) could be found with 

morphological tagging, in the Russian National Corpus (www.ruscorpora.ru), which meant that 

the news texts and the movie script had to be annotated either manually or with the help of 

special software. The decision was taken to apply Tree Tagger, the software program applicable 

to both English and Russian languages, which performs automatic tokenization and organizes a 

text in one-lemma-per-line pattern. The examples of an output file generated by Tree Tagger for 

English and Russian texts is provided in Table 1: 

Table 1. The first sentence of Mr. Nobody annotated with Tree Tagger 

English    Russian 

Like IN Like Как Npmsny <unknown> 

Most JJS Most и C и 

Living VVG Live большинство Ncnsnn большинство 

Creatures NNS creature живых Ncnpin <unknown> 

The DT The существ Ncnpgy существо 

Pigeon NN Pigeon голубь Ncmsny голубь 

Quickly RB Quickly быстро R быстро 

Associates NNS associate связывает Ncnpin <unknown> 

http://www.ruscorpora.ru/
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Since the program did not recognize certain words (especially when applied to the 

Russian data) or confused certain homonyms (see the word associates above), the texts that have 

undergone such automatic POS tagging were later checked manually, and the lexical units were 

identified on the basis of the MIPVU guidelines, which are provided in Section 4. The words not 

recognized by Tree Tagger were checked against the dictionaries in use for identifying the part 

of speech they belong to. 

2.3. Metaphor Identification Procedure 

In order to reliably identify metaphor-related lexical units, the metaphor identification 

procedure (MIPVU) described in Section 1.2 (Steen et al. 2010) will be applied for the analysis 

of English texts. Since MIPVU takes an interest in all metaphor-related words (MRWs), such as 

indirect (‗M‘ tag) and direct (‗Mdirect‘ tag) metaphors, implicit (‗Mimpl‘) metaphors and 

metaphor ―flags‖ (‗MFlag‘), the same approach will be used in the present study. The words that 

are not accompanied by sufficient context for identifying their metaphoricity will be marked with 

‗DFMA‘ tag (Discarded For Metaphor Analysis), while borderline cases will be tagged as 

‗WIDLII‘ (When In Doubt Leave It In). However, the words tagged as ‗DFMA‘ and ‗WIDLII‘ 

will be excluded from the contrastive analysis, as they are not considered as metaphor-related 

words proper. 

As for the annotation of the Russian subcorpus, the adapted version of MIPVU will be 

applied. The changes in the procedure will concern dictionaries, definition of lexical units and 

grammatical particularities of the Russian language. The tags described above will be fully 

preserved in the adapted version. For details on the Russian version of MIPVU see Chapter 3. 
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2.4. Cognitive Translation Hypothesis 

For the classification of the relations between metaphors found in the original version of the texts 

and their translations the ‗Cognitive Translation Hypothesis‘ developed by Mandelblit (1995)  

and its extension proposed by Al-Hasnawi (2007) will be used (see Section 1.3).  Metaphors 

identified with the help of MIPVU will be divided into three major groups: SMC reflecting 

shared ideas, SMC reflecting different ideas, and DMC. It is expected that the classification may 

be modified during the analysis, since all the metaphor-related words (not only metaphors 

proper) in the texts will be involved in the classification. 
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Chapter 3. MIPVU for the Russian language 

Since the research will deal with the comparison of metaphor use in English texts and their 

translations into Russian, the metaphors should be identified reliably in both kinds of texts. 

However, MIPVU procedure cannot be applied to the Russian material straightforwardly, as it 

needs to be revised with regard to the specificity of dictionaries in use, as well as the lexical and 

grammatical particularities of the language. Similar work has been already done by Pasma (Steen 

et al. 2010; Pasma, 2011) and Reijnierse (2011), who centered their research on the adjustment 

of MIPVU to the Dutch and French languages respectively. The researchers identified the most 

suitable dictionaries (Van Dale Groot Woordenboek van de Nederlandse taal, 14th edition for 

Dutch; and Le Petit Robert for French) as well as a number of problematic cases that are not 

relevant for the English language, and thus, should be described separately. Such problematic 

cases are, for example, separable complex verbs in Dutch and reflexive verbs in French. 

Reijnierse also studied differences which can be brought into metaphor annotation in French 

texts when using various dictionaries (Le Petit Robert, Le Grand Robert & Collins, Le Petit 

Larousse, and Le Grand Dictionnaire Hachette Oxford). 

The guidelines for the Russian version of MIPVU were worked out and elaborated 

during the analysis of the Russian texts under study. Thus, the Russian texts were checked for 

metaphor twice. During the first analysis, the original version of MIPVU was taken as a basis, 

the particularities of its application to the Russian language were identified, and the procedure 

was complemented with new guidelines (while some guidelines were omitted, since they do not 

apply to the Russian data). After the procedure for metaphor identification in Russian was 

described, it was applied to the data again in order to make corrections and finalize decisions. 

Sections 3.1 – 3.8 contain the guidelines for the application of MIPVU to the Russian language 

developed in this study.  
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3.1. Dictionaries 

In order to find Russian dictionaries that could be as suitable for metaphor analysis as the 

Macmillan Dictionary and the Longman Dictionary for the English language, several major 

lexicographical works were analyzed. They included such widely known dictionaries as Dahl‘s 

Explanatory Dictionary of the Live Great Russian Language (1863 - 1866), Ozhegov‘s 

Dictionary of the Russian Language (23
rd

 edition, 1990), Ushakov‘s Explanatory Dictionary of 

the Russian Language (1947 - 1948), Efremova‘s New Dictionary of the Russian Language 

(2000), and Kuznetsov‘s Large Explanatory Dictionary of the Russian Language (2000).  

Despite the fact that the first three dictionaries are the most famous ones among Russian 

native speakers, they were found unsuitable for the analysis due to the following reasons: Dahl‘s 

Explanatory Dictionary of the Live Great Russian Language containing about 200,000 words 

and 30,000 proverbs was last edited in 1935 with the use of the old rules of spelling and 

alphabet; Ozhegov‘s Dictionary of the Russian Language contains only 70,000 entries, most of 

which represent the vocabulary typical of the first half of the XX century; the last edition of 

Ushakov‘s Explanatory Dictionary of the Russian Language containing about 90,000 entries was 

also published as long ago as in 1948. Thus, the dictionaries are unlikely to reflect the present 

state of Russian lexis, which is a necessary requirement for the dictionaries used in MIPVU as 

well as for the data to be analyzed in the present study. 

However, the two latter dictionaries, namely Efremova‘s New Dictionary of the Russian 

Language (ND) and Kuznetsov‘s Large Explanatory Dictionary of the Russian Language (LED) 

were considered to be adequate for  the needs of the metaphor identification procedure, since 

they comprise about160,000 and 130,000 entries respectively and their latest editions were 

published in the 2000-s. Both dictionaries have online versions available on the website 

www.dic.academic.ru. 
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Unlike the Macmillan Dictionary, which is organized on the basis of corpus analysis 

and seems to list meanings according to the frequency of their use, the ND and LED are not 

based on such principles. Another difference from the dictionaries used for metaphor 

identification in the English language is the fact that both Russian dictionaries include obsolete 

senses of words. On one hand, this fact allows avoiding the use of  an etymological dictionary in 

the analysis, thus saving the researcher‘s time, but on the other hand, it requires new decisions to 

be made regarding the role played by the obsolete senses in identifying the metaphorical use of 

lexical units (for details see Section 3.3.4). 

According to the principles of MIPVU, the dictionaries should be consulted in a 

particular order to maximize the reliability and the explicitness of the procedure. Thus, the 

decision has been made to choose the ND as the main tool for the Russian MIPVU and to resort 

to the LED only for disambiguation. This decision is not random. Apart from containing a 

greater number of entries, the ND provides special tags for obsolete (устар.) and figurative 

(перен.) senses of the words, which facilitate the decision-making process for a researcher. The 

ND also contains some widely known proper names (e.g. names of fairy tale characters), which 

should be taken as one lexical unit (for details see Section 3.3.2). In contrast, the LED neither 

provides the tags mentioned above (obsolete senses are marked only occasionally) nor contains 

proper names. However, the LED comprises some common abbreviations (e.g. США [the USA], 

ООН [the United Nations]), which are not present in the ND. Thus, if the researcher comes 

across an abbreviation, the LED should be always resorted to. Other particularities of dictionary 

use are discussed in detail in Section 3.4. 

3.2. The procedure 

According to the pattern of the MIPVU description proposed by its developers, I provide below 

the unchanged basic procedure for analysis followed with the detailed guidelines adapted to the 

Russian language and illustrated with new material. The order of the description was preserved 
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for the convenience of comparing the original procedure and its adaptation, as well as for the 

convenience of the use of the latter. 

1. Find metaphor related words (MRWs) by examining the text on a word-by-word 

basis. 

- For information about whether an expression counts as a word, consult Section 3.3. 

2. When a word is used indirectly and that use may potentially be explained by some 

form of cross-domain mapping from a more basic meaning of that word, mark the word as 

metaphorically used (MRW) 

- For information about indirect word use that is potentially explained by cross-domain 

mapping, consult Section 3.4. 

3. When a word is used directly and its use may potentially be explained by some form 

of cross-domain mapping to a more basic referent or topic in the text, mark the word as direct 

metaphor (MRW, direct). 

- For more information about direct word use that is potentially explained by cross-

domain mapping, consult Section 3.5. 

4. When words are used for purpose of lexico-grammatical substitution, such as third 

person personal pronouns, or when ellipsis occurs where words may be seen as missing, as in 

some forms of co-ordination, and when a direct or indirect meaning is conveyed by those 

substitutions or ellipses that may potentially be explained by some form of cross-domain 

mapping from a more basic meaning, referent, or topic, insert a code for implicit metaphor 

(MRW, implicit). 

- For more information about implicit meaning by substitution or ellipsis that is 

potentially explained by cross-domain mapping, consult Section 3.6. 

5. When a word functions as a signal that a cross-domain mapping may be at play, 

mark it as a metaphor flag (MFlag). 
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- For more information about direct word use that is potentially explained by cross-

domain mapping, consult Section 3.7. 

6. When a word is new-formation coined, examine the distinct words that are its 

independent parts according to steps 2 through 5. 

- For more information about new formations, consult Section 3.8. 

3.3. Deciding about words: Lexical units 

Following MIP and MIPVU, the Metaphor Identification Procedure for the Russian language 

concentrates on a ―lexical unit‖ as the unit of analysis. Such an approach ensures the reliability 

of metaphor identification and the possibility for individual researchers to verify the results of 

analysis. Compared to other approaches taking ―metaphor clusters‖ as a unit of analysis 

(Cameron 2010), MIPVU gives an opportunity to conduct explicit quantitative and comparative 

analyses of metaphor in various corpora. Guidelines for identifying the boundaries of a lexical 

unit in Russian data are provided below. 

3.3.1. General guidelines 

Similar to the material analyzed by the developers of MIPVU (Steen et al. 2010), the material 

used in the present study is annotated, i.e. all the words are provided with a tag indicating a part 

of speech. Thus, the basic rules for identifying a separate lexical unit are: 

1) If a word has an individual part-of-speech tag, it is considered as a separate lexical 

unit. 

2) Polywords are considered as single lexical units. 

This study uses the lists of multi-word expressions provided by the Russian National 

Corpus (RNC). These expressions are analyzed in the corpus as single lexical units and tagged as 

performing a function of one part of speech (e.g. может быть [maybe] – PARENTH; без ума 

[mad (about sb)] - ADV). The polywords are divided into five groups according to the function 

they perform:  
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1. multiword expressions in the function of preposition (e.g. в знак [as a sign of], 

исходя из [on the basis of], по вопросу [regarding]);  

2. adverbial and predicative multiword expressions (e.g. бок о бок [side by side], 

как козе баян [lit. as an accordion for a goat, meaning: needlessly], по заслугам [deservedly]); 

3. parenthesis (e.g. в общем [in general], кстати говоря [by the way], по сути 

дела [in fact]); 

4. multiword expressions in the function of conjunction or connective word (а 

именно [namely], как только [as soon as], то есть [that is]);  

5. multiword expressions in the function of particle (да ладно [never mind], не иначе 

[not otherwise], никак нет [absolutely not]). 

The lists of polywords can be found on the RNC website: 

http://ruscorpora.ru/obgrams.html. The examples provided above demonstrate that polywords do 

not always have an equivalent in the TL, thus, they should always be checked against the lists of 

multiword expressions compiled for a particular language. 

3.3.2 Exceptions 

While MIPVU developed for the English language distinguishes three types of exceptions from 

the general guidelines (phrasal verbs, compounds, and proper names), the specific nature of the 

Russian language implies that the first type does not apply while the two other types need certain 

adjustments. 

Phrasal verbs. Due to its synthetic nature, the Russian language does not have a 

category of phrasal verbs. Instead, the shades of meaning are expressed by numerous prefixes 

and suffixes, which are attached to the word stem. Thus, one verb always represents one lexical 

unit (Wade 1992).  

It is interesting to mention that English phrasal verbs always correspond to Russian 

single verbs (e.g. to take on – нанять, to take out - вытащить), which often originate from 
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different stems, while English prepositional verbs are often translated into Russian with the 

preposition either being preserved, or replaced by an adverb (e.g. to look up (into the sky) – 

посмотреть на (небо), look up – посмотреть наверх, to come into – войти в, to go through 

(the gate) – пройти через (ворота)), or a meaningful prefix attached to the same root (to come 

out of - выйти). Here are some examples from the data analyzed during the study: 

English phrasal verbs in translation English prepositional verbs in translation 

1. Though he had taken off his school 

sweater and trailed it now from one hand 

<…> 

Школьный свитер он  снял  и  волочил  

за  собой <…> (LOTF) 

Squatters have taken over a London house 

thought to belong to Saif al-Islam Gaddafi 

<…> 

<…> Сквоттеры захватили лондонский дом 

сына Каддафи (BBC) 

1. The small boy squatted in front of Ralph, 

looking up brightly and vertically. 

Мальчуган присел на корточки и снизу 

вверх  блестящими  глазами смотрел на 

Ральфа. 

When we was coming down I looked 

through one of the windows. 

Мы  когда  спускались,  я  -  это - в окно 

смотрел, а там горело. 

Would you mind looking at your hands? 

Будьте любезны, посмотрите на свои 

руки? 2. Piggy shook his head, put on his 

flashing glasses and looked down at 

Ralph.  

Хрюша покачал головой, надел очки и 

сверкнул стеклами на Ральфа. (LOTF) 

Men looking at porn for at least 10 hours a 

week were also more likely to say it can put 

them off real-life sex. 

Мужчины, которые проводят на 

порносайтах по крайней мере 10 часов в 

неделю, признаются, что у них 

пропадает желание [lit. desire 

disappears] заниматься сексом в реальной 

жизни. (BBC) 

 

Since the professional translation aims at communicating ideas and preserving aesthetic 

function of the text (e.g. in fiction) rather than rendering information on a word-by-word basis, 

such correspondence is not always obvious. In the next examples prepositional verbs are 

replaced by verbs with a different meaning: 
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The children who came along the beach, singly or in twos, leapt into visibility 

when they crossed the line from heat-haze to nearer sand. 

Дети парами  и  поодиночке  показывались  на  [appeared on] берегу,  

выныривая  из-за дрожащего  марева.   

The owner of the voice came backing out of the undergrowth <…> 

Тот,  кому  принадлежал  голос,  задом  выбирался  из  [was getting out of] 

кустов. 

However, the prepositions are still rendered in the Russian translation. Thus, the presence of a 

preposition in Russian can often indicate that the verb used in the original text is prepositional 

rather than phrasal.  

Compounds are ―lexical units consisting of two distinct parts‖ (Steen et al. 2010:30). In 

Russian their formation can follow three different patterns: morphological pattern (when two 

word stems are connected with the linking vowels -е- or -о-; e.g. электростанция [power 

plant]), lexico-syntactic pattern (when two words are merged by either juxtaposition or 

hyphenation; генерал-адъютант [adjutant general]), and quasi-phonetic pattern (when the 

parts or first letters of two or more words are merged into a new word; e.g. вуз (высшее учебное 

заведение) [lit. higher education institution]). All three patterns are widely used for word 

formation. 

a. For all three types of compounds, a word can be considered as a single lexical unit 

if it can be found in the dictionary as such. E.g. the words самолет [airplane - combined from 

the roots meaning ―self‖ and ―fly‖], сорвиголова [daredevil – formed by juxtaposition of words 

―tear‖ and ―head‖], and зарплата [salary – formed from the word combination заработная 

плата meaning ―payment for work‖] will be considered as single lexical units, since they can be 

found in a dictionary. 

b. All compounds that do not appear in the dictionary as such should be treated as 

comprising two separate lexical units (e.g. the word гей-бар [gay bar] is two lexical units, since 

it is not included in the dictionary). It also applies to compounds with a first part marked in the 

dictionary as ―первая часть сложных слов [the first part of compound words]‖ (e.g. 
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полу…[half], термо..[thermo], чудо- [lit. miracle, meaning outstanding]), which usually form 

words according to the lexico-syntactic pattern. The reason for analyzing such compounds as 

separate lexical units is their novelty, which presumably results in processing such words as two 

separate notions by readers. 

c. The rules should be applied to compound adjectives and substantivized adjectives, 

as they are subject to the first two patterns of word-formation. For example, красно-коричневый 

[lit. red and brown meaning ―people with communist and patriotic views‖], круглоголовый [lit. 

round-headed] meaning ―having a round-shaped head‖ are listed in the dictionary, thus, they are 

analyzed as single lexical units, while тенисто-зеленый [lit. shadowy and green] does not 

appear in the dictionary, so it is considered to be two lexical units. 

Proper names. Following the guidelines for treating proper names expressed in MIPVU 

for the English language, MIPVU for the Russian language aims at reducing the number of 

exceptions to the morphological tagging as provided by the software in use. Thus, the following 

principles should be considered while analyzing Russian proper names: 

1) Genuine proper names shall be analyzed in accordance with the morphological 

tagging. That is, if the parts of a proper name are marked as separated lexical units, they shall be 

analyzed so (e.g. Мария Ивановна [Maria Ivanovna], Нижний Новгород [Nizhniy Novgorod]). 

Accordingly, if a proper name is marked as single lexical units (which is possible in case of 

borrowed proper names; e.g. Нью-Йорк [New York]), such words should be treated as such. 

2) Some proper names, such as names of literary characters, may appear in the 

dictionary. Since they are widely known and often used in a nominal function, they should be 

treated as single lexical units: thus, Красная Шапочка [Red Riding Hood] and мальчик с 

пальчик [equivalent to Tom Thumb] should be treated as one lexical unit.  

The same rule applies to the titles such as Нобелевская премия [Nobel Prize], which 

appear in the dictionary as such. 
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3) Proper names and titles that do not appear in the dictionary should be treated in 

accordance with the morphological tagging, i.e. separately. Since Russian dictionaries, unlike 

English ones, usually do not contain names of the countries, public entities, organizations, or 

headings of any type, this rule applies to them as well. 

3.4. Indirect use potentially explained by cross-domain mapping 

Following the MIPVU procedure developed for the English language, MIPVU for Russian 

includes the following guidelines for identifying whether the use of a lexical unit can be 

potentially explained by a cross-domain mapping: 

1. Identify the contextual meaning of the lexical unit. 

- For more information, see Section 3.4.1. 

2.  Check if there is a more basic meaning of the lexical unit. If there is, establish its 

identity. 

- For more information, see Section 3.4.2. 

3. Determine whether the more basic meaning of the lexical unit is sufficiently distinct from 

the contextual meaning. 

- For more information, see Section 3.4.3. 

4. Examine whether the contextual meaning of the lexical unit can be related to the more 

basic meaning by some form of similarity. 

- For more information, see Section 3.4.4. 

In case of positive results for instructions 2, 3, and 4, a lexical unit should be marked as 

a metaphor-related word (‗MRW‘). 
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3.4.1. Identifying contextual meaning 

For the present study the working definition of contextual meaning given by Steen et al. (2010) 

is adopted: ―the contextual meaning of a lexical unit is the meaning it has in the situation in 

which it is used‖ (p.33). 

In view of various problems that may arise while identifying the contextual meaning of 

a lexical unit, MIPVU for the Russian language also adopts the following codes: DFMA 

(Discarded For Metaphor Analysis), WIDLII (When In Doubt Leave It In), and PP (Possible 

Personification). Such codes can be added in the following cases. The demonstrative pronoun 

этот [this] is marked with a tag ‗WIDLII‘ in the following sentence: 

"Сеиф Каддафи и ливийский режим забрали_M у народа Ливии миллионы, 

миллиарды фунтов, и пользуются_M такими домами как этот_WIDLII", – 

заявил Би-би-си один из активистов Монтгомери Джоунс. 

[Saif Gaddafi and the Gaddafi regime have taken millions of pounds, billions of 

pounds away from the people of Libya and used residences like this]. 

 

The word is marked as an ambiguous case, since it is not clear whether it is the basic 

spatial sense or the metaphorical referential sense that is at play. It is possible that the speaker is 

standing close to the residence and pointing at the house while giving an interview, and it is also 

possible that the house is not seen and he refers to it with a demonstrative pronoun, since the 

topic of the discussion is well-known. 

The following sentence contains two examples of the ‗PP‘ tag standing for the 

ambiguous cases where metaphor and metonymy are combined: 

В_M понедельник японская оппозиция потребовала_PP отставки премьера 

Кана, которого обвинила_PP в том, что страна оказалась не готова_M к 

трагедии_M такого масштаба_M. 

[lit. On Monday the Japanese opposition requested the resignation of the prime 

minister Khan, whom it blamed in the fact that the country was not ready for the 

tragedy of such a scale]. 
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The words потребовала [requested] and обвинила [blamed] can be considered as 

metaphorically used, since they are used with a non-human subject (оппозиция [opposition]), 

while their basic meanings belong to the sphere of human activity. However, the word 

оппозиция [opposition] can also be seen as a case of metonymy, which stands for the group of 

people constituting the opposition. Such double-sided interpretation is a reason for marking such 

cases with a special tag ‗PP‘. 

During the analysis the ‗DFMA‘ tag was given to only one lexical unit, which belonged 

to the English version of the script of Mr. Nobody. The word appears in the following stretch of 

text: 

Please, proceed to the preparation area, where you will be reissued to your sleep 

suits. You will also receive_DFMA your…  

The words that follow after the possessive pronoun your are not clearly heard in the 

movie and are not registered in the movie script. Since the direct object required by the verb 

receive  is omitted, it is not possible to decide whether the word is used in its basic or figurative 

meaning. Thus, the verb is tagged as ‗Discarded for Metaphor Analysis‘. The same pattern was 

expected to be found in the Russian translation of the text. However, the translator completed the 

phrase in accordance with the information previously mentioned in the movie: 

Также вам там сделают инъекцию замедления жизнедеятельности. 

[They will also make an injection for slowing down vital activity] 

Thus, the ‗DFMA‘ tag in the translation version of the text is not necessary. The verb 

сделают has a very broad meaning in Russian and describes any kind of human activity (similar 

to English to do). It is not marked as metaphor.  

3.4.2. Deciding about more basic meaning 

According to the working definition used by MIPVU, ―a more basic meaning is <…> a more 

concrete, specific, and human oriented sense in contemporary language use‖ (Steen et al. 2010, 

p. 35). Such a definition is based on the assumption of the priority of embodied meaning 
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suggested in the framework of conceptual metaphor theory (Lakoff & Johnson 1980). Thus, the 

etymological development of the word is not generally taken into account while looking for a 

more basic meaning. The following guidelines expressed in MIPVU are applied to MIPVU for 

the Russian language: 

1. The basic meaning should be identified within a relevant grammatical category of 

a lexical unit. Despite the fact that conversion is a much less productive way of word formation 

in Russian than in English, it sometimes occurs in case of uninflected words such as adverbs. For 

example, the meaning of the adverb по-моему [(do sth) my way] cannot be compared with the 

meaning of the parenthesis по-моему [in my opinion]. The following guidelines should be taken 

into account when analyzing metaphor in Russian texts: 

- The contextual meaning of a verb used transitively cannot be compared with the 

meanings of the same verb used intransitively. 

- The contextual meaning of a verb used with a reflexive suffix –ся as a rule cannot 

be compared with the meaning of the same verb without this suffix with the exception of the case 

where dictionaries send the reader to the entry of a non-reflexive verb. 

- The contextual meaning of a verb used impersonally (with a note безл. in the 

dictionary) as a rule cannot be compared with the other meanings of a verb. 

- The contextual meaning of a verb used as an auxiliary or linking verb (these two 

categories are merged in Russian) cannot be compared with the meanings of the same verb used 

as a full verb. The information whether the verb is full or auxiliary can be found only in the 

LED. 

- The contextual meaning of a verb used as a modal verb (e.g. уметь[can/be able 

to], мочь [can], хотеть [want]) cannot be compared with the meanings of the same verb used as 

a full verb. (Nikolenkova, online source) 
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- The contextual meanings of two verbs, which have the same form in one of the 

aspects, but differ in the other, cannot be compared to each other. For example, the verbs 

считать (imperf)-счесть (perf.) and считать (imperf.)- сосчитать (perf.) have the same 

form in imperfective aspect. However, there perfective forms are different. Thus, their meanings 

(‗to deem‘ and ‗to count‘ respectively) should not be compared. 

- The contextual meaning of a noun or a verb with one stress pattern cannot be 

compared with the meanings of the same noun or verb with another stress pattern (e.g. 

 сп`олзать [to crawl] and сполз`ать [to slide down]). 

- The contextual meaning of a noun used only in plural cannot be compared with 

the meaning of the noun, which can have a singular form (e.g. схватка [battle] and схватки 

[contractions]. 

- Since some English modal verbs (such a category does not exist in the Russian 

language) correspond to uncoordinated predicates in Russian (e.g. нужно/надо [need, must], 

можно [may], нельзя [can‘t] etc.), the contextual meaning of a word (usually noun, adjective or 

adverb) used predicatively cannot be compared with the meanings of the same word used in the 

other functions in the sentence. For example, the word должен as an adjective has a meaning 

―indebted‖, while as a predicate it is equivalent to the modal verb must. The contextual meaning 

of a preposition used with nouns in one case cannot be compared with the meanings of the same 

preposition used with nouns in another case. For example, the preposition o/об used with nouns 

in the accusative case indicates at one object/person approaching another or one object /person 

colliding with another. The same proposition with nouns in the prepositional case indicates at the 

relationship between mental processes and objects (e.g. думать о книге [to think about the 

book]). These two senses should not be compared. 

2. The ND provides useful clues about basic and metaphorical meanings. 

Metaphorical meanings of a word are more likely to appear after a note перен. [figurative] 
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preceding a sense description, while basic meanings are left unmarked. Nevertheless, this 

marking is not always present, thus leaving much to be decided by a researcher.  

- Due to the fact that such categories as primary verbs, verbs initiating complex 

verb constructions, causative verbs do not exist in the Russian language (Wade 1992), the 

corresponding guidelines do not apply to the Russian MIPVU. Different meanings in these cases 

are usually expressed by different lexical units or grammatical forms, which are not used in 

English. E.g.: 

1) I have my task done. 

Мое задание выполнено.  (Kobrina et al. 1999) 

In this case the meaning of the causative verb have is rendered by using the short form 

of a passive participle, which helps to avoid naming a doer of an action. The same meaning can 

be communicated with the help of an indefinite-personal sentence: 

2) I had my hair cut. 

Меня подстригли. 

As for verbs initiating complex verb constructions, they can be translated into Russian 

either by attaching a prefix with a corresponding meaning to a full verb (e.g. to start jumping - 

запрыгать), or by using an equivalent phase verb, which is never used in the function of a full 

verb (e.g. to stop pushing – перестать толкать). (Nikolenkova, online source) 

- The Russian language does not distinguish between countable and uncountable 

nouns, this opposition is replaced by the opposition of nouns used only in singular and nouns 

used only in plural (Wade 1992).  

The specificity of Russian grammar and lexicographic principles used for compiling 

dictionaries give rise to a number of complications, which should be taken into account:  

3. The category of the Russian verb is characterized by the opposition of perfective 

vs. imperfective aspects, which are formed by means of adding particular prefixes and suffixes to 

a word stem of a verb. If the meaning of a verb in two aspects does not differ (apart from the 
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indication whether the action is complete or not), the dictionary entry for the verb in one aspect 

can send the reader to the entry for the same verb in the other aspect (e.g. to learn the meaning of 

the verb сбежать [to have run away] one might need to search for the verb сбегать [to be 

running away]). In such a case, both forms of a verb should be considered to have the same 

meanings (Wade 1992). However, if the dictionary entries for a verb in two aspects contain full 

descriptions, this rule does not apply, since the meaning of a verb may be significantly changed 

by the affixes (e.g. подпрыгнуть [to jump once] and подпрыгивать [to jump repeatedly]) 

(Wade 1992). 

4. Since Russian prefixes can have multiple meanings, words can acquire several 

different meanings through such prefixes (Wade 1992). If these meanings are equally concrete, 

all of them can be basic. For example, the verb угонять using the polysemantic prefix у- has two 

basic meanings in the ND: ―to chase someone making him/her leave the place‖ and ―to make 

someone very tired by chasing him/her‖. 

5. Some lexical units derived from words belonging to other grammatical categories 

are not accompanied by the description in the dictionary, but rather by a reference to the words 

they have been derived from (and a number under which a corresponding meaning appears, if 

necessary). Such lexical units often belong to the categories of noun, participle, adverbial 

participle. For example, the contextual and basic meanings of the noun подпрыгивание  

[jumping repeatedly] should be analyzed with reference to the dictionary entry of the verb 

подпрыгивать [to jump repeatedly]. Participles are often not mentioned in the dictionary. In this 

case, the entries for corresponding verbs should be consulted. 

6. The words with a detachable prefix не- [un/in] are sometimes not listed in the 

dictionary. Their basic meanings can be worked out by consulting the dictionary entry of the 

positive form of the word. 
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7. It is pointed out in MIPVU that both more specialized and more general meanings 

of a word can be basic if they appear to be more concrete. This rule also applies to the Russian 

language and can be illustrated on such examples as нота [note], the basic sense of which will 

be its musical definition rather than the abstract sense (―mood or intonation, which expresses 

someone‘s attitude to the topic of conversation‖), and отец [father] with the basic sense of a 

―man in relation to his children‖ rather than the specialized religious meaning.  

8. In case two meanings have the same degree of concreteness, but belong to 

different domains (human and animal meanings of ржать [guffaw and neigh respectively]), the 

origin of the word (animal in this case) will decide which meaning is basic and whether the 

contextual meaning can be marked as metaphorical or not. 

9.    If a certain word cannot be found in the ND or there is an evident problem with 

the description of the meanings due to their conflation or unreasonable separation, a word should 

be checked against the LED for disambiguation. For example, in the ND the word гадюшник has 

only one meaning of ―the community where people feel hatred and resentment towards one 

another‖. Since the word stem is гад- [reptile/snake], it is possible to suggest that the dictionary 

does not provide the full range of meanings. The problem is solved by consulting the LED, 

which enlists the basic meaning of the word ―the place where snakes live‖. Thus, the word is 

marked as metaphorically used. 

3.4.3. Deciding about sufficient distinctness 

Since the lexicographic principles of the ND are not the same as those of the Macmillan 

dictionary, the guidelines on identifying the distinctness of senses cannot be applied fully from 

MIPVU. As a rule, the ND enlists senses in groups on the principle of their relation. However, 

the related senses can be both basic and figurative (which are usually marked as such with a tag 

перен.). Thus, the fact that several senses are united under the same number does not mean that 
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they can be regarded as sufficiently distinct. For identifying whether the senses are sufficiently 

distinct, the follow guidelines can be used: 

1. If the senses belong to different domains, i.e. they belong to different types of 

existence (such as human vs. non-human) or describe different spheres of human activity (such 

as medicine vs. law), these senses are regarded as sufficiently distinct. 

2. When a lexical unit has only one numbered sense description within its 

grammatical category, this counts as the basic sense and any difference with the contextual sense 

of the item under investigation will count as sufficient distinctness. 

3.4.4. Deciding about the role of similarity 

In order to be marked as metaphorically used, a word must be used in a sense that is not only 

sufficiently distinct from the basic sense but is also characterized by some form of similarity 

with the basic sense. The following guidelines are adopted from MIPVU with certain corrections 

conditioned by the nature of dictionaries in use: 

1. If a contextual sense is more abstract than a basic sense, but at the same time the 

two senses are sufficiently distinct (i.e. they belong to two different domains) and characterized 

by some sort of similarity, a word should be marked as metaphorically used. For example, 

летать [to fly] in the sense ―to move fast and lightly with the feet barely touching the ground‖ 

would be marked as metaphorical, since it is sufficiently distinct from the basic meaning ―to 

move in the air with the help of wings‖ as it belongs to another domain (walking, positive 

emotions), but at the same time displays a certain functional similarity (move fast without 

obstructions, look light). In contrast to it the word отставка in the sense ―resignation from the 

military service, an official state position due to the political, ethnical or other reasons‖ will not 

be considered metaphorical, since it is not sufficiently distinct from the basic sense ―irrevocable 

resignation, removal from service‖, but is rather an example of sense narrowing. 
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2. Since the Russian dictionaries include obsolete meanings of words in the 

description, the Russian MIPVU does not resort to etymological dictionaries (like the Oxford 

English Dictionary for English). Decisions about the metaphoricity of a word are made on the 

basis of the two dictionaries in use. However, obsolete meanings should be used only for 

clarifying the etymology of the word and not taken into account while deciding on the 

metaphoricity of a lexical unit.  For example, the ND provides two meanings of the word пята – 

―heel‖ and ―base, bearing part‖ – with the former meaning being marked as obsolete. Even 

though the second meaning could be marked as metaphorical, since it is both sufficiently distinct 

and can be understood via comparison with the first meaning, it should be consider non-

metaphorical, since the first meaning is no longer used by Russian speakers.  

3. As pointed out in MIPVU the metonymic relation between two senses does not 

cancel out the possibility for a metaphorical relation, which can co-occur and should be checked 

by the researcher. This applies to metaphor from metonymy cases, which can be illustrated by the 

Russian expression as говорить сквозь зубы [lit. to talk through teeth in the sense to talk 

angrily/ scornfully]. Such an expression can be understood literally, since someone can in fact 

talk in this manner. However, since the expression is highly conventionalized, the possibility of 

it being used as metaphor cannot be overlooked (unless its literal use is clearly stated in the 

context or shown visually). Thus, such cases are usually tagged as ‗WIDLII‘, i.e. cases allowing 

different interpretations. 

3.5. Direct use potentially explained by cross-domain mapping 

The following guidelines on the identification of direct metaphors are adopted from MIPVU 

without exceptions (Steen et al. 2010): 

1. Find local referent and topic shifts. 

2. Test whether the incongruous lexical units are to be integrated within the overall 

referential and/or topical framework by means of some form of comparison. 
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(Talking about life) Большую часть времени ничего не происходило. 

Как_Mflag во французском фильме_Mdirect  

[Most of the time, nothing happened...Like a French movie_]. 

3. Test whether the comparison is nonliteral or cross-domain. 

4. Test whether the comparison can be seen as some form of indirect discourse about 

the local or main referent or topic of the text. E.g.:  

- Из всех тех жизней которая…которая является правильной? 

- Каждая из тех жизней правильная. [Каждая стезя – верная 

стезя]_Mdirect. 

[-Out of all those lives which…which one is the right one? 

-Each of these lives is the right one. Every path is the right path] 

It is clear from the context that the main topic of the conversation is life. The last 

sentence, however, introduces a new topic, which is incoherent with the previous information. In 

this case, the topic known from the context represents the target domain, while the new topic 

serves as a source domain. If the findings of tests 2, 3, and 4 are positive, then a word should be 

marked for direct metaphor (‗Mdirect‘). 

3.6. Implicit meaning potentially explained by cross-domain mapping 

Since the Russian language also makes use of word substitution and ellipsis, it is possible to 

come across implicit metaphor in Russian texts. Similar to English, substitution is usually 

expressed by a pronoun, while ellipsis works through omitted words, which can be inserted into 

the grammatical gap. The ‗Mimpl‘ tag is applied, when the word substituted by a pronoun or 

omitted from the sentence is related to metaphor (which is identified by the application of 

procedure described in Section 3.2).  

The steps of identifying implicit metaphor are fully adopted from MIPVU for the 

English language: 

1. Decide whether a particular linguistic form from a list of potentially cohesive 

devices has in fact been used for cohesion as opposed to another function. 
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2. Decide whether the cohesion device is related to another word that was related to 

metaphor (For an example of implicit metaphor see Section 3.9).  

Demonstratives and general words like вещь [thing], штука [thing/item] etc. can also 

be used for substitution of metaphor-related words. In this case, they will be coded as both 

indirect (since their basic meaning can be contrasted and compared with their general contextual 

meaning) and implicit metaphors. E.g.: 

С одной стороны, он знает, как добиваться результата с вверенными ему 

командами_M (слава богу, что таких за время его карьеры набралось уже 

семь штук_M,Mimpl). 

[Lit. From one side, he knows how to achieve a result with entrusted  him teams 

(thank god that such during his career accumulated already seven items)]. 

On one hand, he knows how to achieve a result with the teams entrusted to him 

(thank god, he has had already seven of those during his career). 

The word команда [team] is metaphorically used in this context, since its basic sense is 

―небольшое воинское подразделение‖ [a small military unit], while its contextual meaning 

belongs to the conceptual domain of sport. The word штука [thing/item] is used to substitute the 

word команда [team] at the end of the sentence and avoid tautology. Therefore, it is marked as 

an implicit metaphor. But it is also marked as an indirect metaphor, since its basic sense 

―отдельный предмет из числа однородных, считаемых‖ [a single item out of a number of 

similar things being counted] is distinct from its abstract contextual sense and can be understood 

in comparison with it. 

3.7. Signals of potential cross-domain mappings 

Since the Russian language uses lexical signals for comparison of various types that are 

equivalent to the English ones, the guidelines formulated in MIPVU can be applied to metaphor 

identification in Russian: 

1. The tag ‗Mflag‘ signifying a lexical marker of a potential cross-domain mapping 

should be applied to the markers of potential simile, analogy, etc. such as как [like/as], будто 
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(бы) [like/as (if)], словно [like/as], точно [exactly like], как будто [as if], более/менее…чем 

[more/less … than], the ablative case of a noun signaled by the inflections –ом, -ем, -ой, -ей, -ю, 

comparative suffixes –ее(-ей), -е, -ше (sometimes accompanied by a prefix -по) plus чем [than], 

and so on. Attention should be also paid to such lexical units as сравнивать [to compare], 

сравнение [comparison]; подобный [similar], похожий [similar]; аналогия [analogy], 

аналогичный [analogous] etc. So-called ―complex mental conception markers‖ (Steen et al. 

2010: 40) can also be found in the Russian language and, thus, should not be overlooked. They 

comprise считать (-ся) [to consider/to be considered], воображать [to imagine], 

представлять [to imagine], как если бы [as if it were] etc. 

The following sentence contains two examples of metaphor flags: 

Шрам_Mdirect-ом_Mflag врезавшаяся в джунгли длинная  полоса  

порушенного  леса  держала  жару,  как_Mflag  баня_Mdirect.   

[Lit. The scar-like long stripe of fallen forest smashed into the jungle was holding 

the heat like a bath] 

 

The first metaphor flag is embedded into the word in the form of an inflection –

ом, an indicator of ablative case. The inflection is tagged separately from the word-stem, 

which is marked as a direct metaphor. The second signaling word is the conjunction как 

[like], which is also followed by a direct metaphor.  

2. Such lexical signals as вроде [kind of/sort of], типа [kind of/sort of], как бы 

[kind of/sort of] are excluded from the analysis due to their vagueness and excessive use by 

language speakers in both meaningful and meaningless ways. 

3.8. New-formations and parts that may be potentially explained by cross-domain mapping 

As any other language, Russian can give rise to new-formations, which can be spelled both as 

one word (спустярукавашность [carelessness, from the expression спустя рукава – 

carelessly]) and as two hyphenated words (анти-все-западное [lit. against-everything-

western]). In accordance with the MIPVU procedure such words should be analyzed as phrases 
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consisting of several lexical units, which should be checked for metaphor separately. Thus, the 

procedure described in Section 4.2 should be applied to the parts of the new-formation. For 

example, the word спустярукавашность will be analyzed as an expression спустя рукава [lit. 

with loose sleeves], which stands metonymically for bad quality of work and metaphorically for 

the careless way of doing something. Thus, both meaningful parts of the word will be marked as 

metaphorical: спустя_М-рукава_М-шность. 

The procedure developed above will be illustrated in detail in Section 3.9, where both 

straightforward and borderline cases will be presented followed by a step-by-step description of 

the decision-making process. 

3.9. Application of MIPVU to the Russian data 

3.9.1 Straightforward application of the procedure 

The following sentence illustrates the straightforward application of MIPVU in the data under 

study. The metaphor-related words are indicated in bold with the tag separated from the word by 

an underscore (e.g.этот _M). Literal word-by-word translation is given first for convenience 

followed by the original sentence taken from the English version of the text: 

Вдруг его расплывчатые_М  черты_М  изменились  от_М боли и 

cосредоточенности_М. 

[Suddenly his blurred           lines     changed  from    pain and 

concentration] 

An expression of pain and inward concentration altered the pale contours of 

his face. (LOTF) 

Four lexical units in this sentence have been analyzed as metaphorically used, 

namely, расплывчатые [blurred], черты [lines], от [from], and сосредоточенности 

[concentration].  The metaphoricity of the lexical units has been identified in accordance 

with steps 1-4 described in Section 3.2: 

1. Identify the contextual meaning of the lexical unit. 
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2. Check if there is a more basic meaning of the lexical unit. If there is, establish its 

identity. 

3. Determine whether the more basic meaning of the lexical unit is sufficiently 

distinct from the contextual meaning. 

4. Examine whether the contextual meaning of the lexical unit can be related to the 

more basic meaning by some form of similarity. 

The following examples show the step-by step application of the procedure (the senses are 

quoted from the ND). The adjectives and nouns are given in their ―initial form‖ 

(nominative case, single), as they are found in the dictionary: 

РАСПЛЫВЧАТЫЙ [blurred] 

1. Contextual meaning: ‗Толстый, тучный; расплывшийся.‘[Fat, obese] 

2. Basic meaning: ‗Не имеющий чѐтких очертаний, контуров; 

неотчѐтливый.‘ [Without clear outlines, contours; obscure] 

3. Contrast: Yes, the basic meaning concerns physical properties of an object 

while the contextual meaning is related to a person‘s appearance and performs an 

evaluative function. 

4. Comparison: Yes, we can understand a person‘s appearance in terms of 

description of an object. 

ЧЕРТA [line] 

1. Contextual meaning: Признак, особенность, свойство. [Feature, quality, 

property] 
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2. Basic meaning: ‗Узкая полоса, линия, проведенная по какой-либо 

поверхности.‘ [Narrow line drawn on some surface] 

3. Contrast: Yes, the basic meaning is concrete and related to geometric 

patterns while the contextual meaning is abstract and related to a person‘s appearance. 

4. Comparison: Yes, we can understand a person‘s appearance in terms of a 

geometric pattern. 

ОТ [from] 

1. Contextual meaning: ‗Употребляется при выражении причинных 

отношений.‘ [Used to expressed causal relations] 

2. Basic meaning: ‗Употребляется при выражении пространственных 

отношений, указывая на место или на предмет, являющиеся отправной, исходной точкой 

движения или перемещения от кого-либо или от чего-либо‘ [Used to express spatial 

relations indicating a place or an object as a starting point of movement away from someone or 

something]  

3. Contrast: Yes, the basic meaning refers to concrete physical location while the 

contextual meaning refers to an abstract relation between phenomena or states. 

4. Comparison: Yes, we can understand a transition from one state to another in 

term of a movement from one place to another. 

КОНЦЕНТРАЦИЯ [concentration] 

Both dictionaries refer to the meanings of the verb концентрировать (-ся) [to concentrate]. 

Thus, Guideline 5 from Section 3.4.2 is applied. 
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1. Contextual meaning: ‗Направлять, устремлять свои мысли, чувства, 

интересы на что-либо‘. [To direct one‘s thoughts, feelings and interest at something]. 

2. Basic meaning: ‗Сосредоточиваться, накапливаться, собираться в каком-

либо месте‘ [To concentrate, accumulate, gather at some place]. 

3. Contrast: Yes, the basic meaning is concrete and describes physical location of 

objects or people while the contextual meaning is abstract and concerns a person‘s state of mind. 

4. Comparison: Yes, we can understand being in a particular state of mind in terms 

of being at a particular place. 

The analysis shows that each of the four lexical units can be marked as metaphorically 

used. 

The same steps can be applied for the identification of implicit metaphor in text. The 

following sentence contains an instance of indirect metaphor: 

Замерло_M эхо,        а      с    ним вместе  и_Mimpl смех,        и настала 

тишина. 

[Stood still the echo, and with him together and      the laughter, and began 

silence]. 

As the echoes died away so did the laughter, and there was silence. 

Since the conjunction и [and] is used in the sentence for cohesion as opposed to its 

regular function of coordination, it was decided to test whether there is an implicit metaphor in 

the sentence. As the cohesive device is used as a substitution for the verb замерло [stood still] in 

the second clause, this verb should be analyzed for metaphoricity. For this purpose the steps 

described above are applied: 

ЗАМИРАТЬ [to stand still] 

1. Contextual meaning: ‗Умолкать, затихать (о звуках)‘ [to fade away (about 

sounds)]. 

2. Basic meaning: ‗Становиться неподвижным (о человеке и животном)‘ [to 

stand still (about people and animals)]. 
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3. Contrast: Yes, the basic meaning is concrete and describes a position of a person 

or an animal while the contextual meaning is abstract and refers to the nature of sounds. 

4. Comparison: Yes, both senses refer to the cessation of certain action or state. 

Since the results of step 3 and 4 are positive, the word should be marked as 

metaphorical. Therefore, the cohesive device used for the substitution of metaphor should be 

marked as implicit metaphor.  

The procedure has also proved to be a simple tool for the identification of direct 

metaphors, which can be illustrated with the following example: 

Толстый стоял      рядом    и        дышал,    как_Mflag паровоз_Mdirect. 

[Fat     was standing    close   and     breathing    like        a train].  

The fat boy stood by him, breathing hard. (LOTF) 

For analyzing this sentence steps 1-4 from Section 3.5 were applied: 

1. Local referent: толстый [the fat boy]  

Topic shift: паровоз [a train] 

2. Integration of the incongruous lexical units within the overall referential 

and/or topical framework by means of some form of comparison: Yes, the comparison is 

signaled by a metaphor flag как [like]. 

3. Nonliteral or cross-domain comparison: Yes, since a boy cannot be a train in 

fact. 

4. Comparison as indirect discourse about the main referent: Yes, the 

comparison expresses the cross-domain mapping BOY IS TRAIN, where the mapped quality is loud 

breathing compared to loud noise made by a train. 

Thus, the lexical unit паровоз [train] is marked as a direct metaphor.  

The same procedure can help distinguish between figurative and literal comparison. 

Look at the following example:  
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В настоящее время этот случай рассматривается как гражданское дело. 

[At present    time    this    case          is regarded       as       civil         matter.] 

At this time this is being treated as a civil matter. (BBC) 

Since the sentence contains a preposition как [as], which can serve as a metaphor 

flag, the stretch of text which follows after it could be mistaken for direct metaphor. 

However, the application of MIPVU allows to identify it as literal comparison: 

1. Local referent:  случай [сase]  

Topic shift: гражданское дело [civil matter] 

2. Integration of the incongruous lexical units within the overall referential 

and/or topical framework by means of some form of comparison: Yes, the 

comparison is signaled by a metaphor flag как [like]. 

3. Nonliteral or cross-domain comparison: No, since the case (the fact that 

squatters have taken over a house which belongs to a political leader) can in fact be a civil 

matter. 

4. Comparison as indirect discourse about the main referent: No, the 

phrase гражданское дело [civil matter] cannot be regarded as indirect discourse, since 

there is no cross-domain mapping in this case. 

Since the answers in steps 3 and 4 are negative, the phrase гражданское дело 

[civil matter] is not marked as a direct metaphor. 

It can be concluded from the examples given above that MIPVU developed for the 

Russian language provides clear guidelines for metaphor identification and facilitates 

decision-making process by breaking it up into several steps. However, the application of 

MIPVU does not free the researcher from problematic cases, which will be showcased in 

the next section. 
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3.9.2. Challenges to MIPVU 

Due to the very complex nature of a language, its constant development and change, even the 

most thoroughly developed procedure will not provide clear-cut decisions for each case. 

Problems can arise at any stage of analysis and can be resolved only if the researcher remains 

explicit about his or her annotation decisions. This section will show how problematic cases are 

handled while applying the MIPVU procedure. 

The following example illustrates a problem that may arise at the first stage of the 

decision-making process, the identification of the contextual sense:    

Сквоттеры говорят, что, несмотря на скромный внешний вид, внутри дом 

роскошен.  

"Здесь пять этажей, полно мрамора, стекла и других дорогих материалов. 

Почти в каждой комнате – плазменные панели", – рассказал Монтгомери 

Джоунс. 

[Lit. Squatters say that despite modest appearance, inside house luxurious. 

―Here five floors, a lot of marble, glass and other expensive materials. Almost in 

each room – flat-screen TVs‖, - said Montgomery Jones] 

Describing the house, Mr Jones said: "It looks relatively nondescript from the 

outside but when you get inside you realise it is full of huge rooms and all the 

trappings of his status. 

"It's palatial, it's got five storeys, it is full of marble and glass and other expensive 

materials. It's got a flat-screen TV in almost every room." (BBC) 

Since the video is unavailable, it is unclear where the interview takes place. Thus, it is 

possible to interpret the word здесь [here] in two different ways: 1) the word is used 

metaphorically, since it refers to the topic of the conversation (i.e. the house) if the speaker is not 

actually here in the house, or pointing at it; 2) the word is used in its basic sense if the speaker is 

in the building, pointing or looking at it. The context does not provide clues as to whether Mr. 

Jones is inside or outside the house. In this case, the code WIDLII is applied in order to mark the 

word as potential metaphor. 

It is also possible to encounter a problem while identifying the basic sense of a lexical 

unit: 
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Ральф покачал головой и ускорил шаг. Но наскочил [lit. jumped on] на ветку 

и с  грохотом шлепнулся. 

Ralph shook his head and increased his speed. Then he tripped over a branch 

and came down with a crash.  

The contextual meaning of наскочил is clear, and it is included into the ND under sense 

description II.2 ‗to knock against something while running‘. However, it is more difficult to 

identify the basic meaning. Apart from the sense used in the context the dictionary gives two 

other concrete senses: 

I. ‗Быстро прибывать куда-либо в каком-либо (обычно большом) количестве‘ 

[‗To arrive somewhere within a short period of time (usually about a big number of people, 

animals etc.‘)]. 

II.1.‗С ходу, вдруг набрасываться, нападать на кого-либо‘ [‗To attack someone 

unexpectedly‘]. 

It can be seen from the sense descriptions that the first sense originates from a different 

meaning of the prefix на- (‗used to express the meaning of accumulation <…> sometimes 

combined with the meaning of direction‘), than the contextual sense and sense II of 

наскакивать (infinitive) (‗used to express the meaning of directing some action at the surface of 

something, placing something on the surface of something or crashing against the surface of 

something‘). Thus, according to guideline 4 of section 3.4.2, the word has two basic meanings, 

and the contextual meaning cannot be compared with sense I. In order to decide whether sense 

II.1 or sense II.2 is basic, the root of the word –скоч- was analyzed. The root is used in words 

like выскочить [to jump out], подскочить [to jump/hop up], вскочить [to jump/to start up] 

and renders the meaning of jumping. Since the meaning of attacking is not typical of this root, 

sense II.2 was decided to be basic, and the use of наскочил was considered non-metaphorical.  

Contrasting two senses can be difficult in cases like the following: 

<…> голубь быстро связывает поднятие шторки с появлением еды. Но если 

подавать зерна каждые 20 секунд, голубь задумается: "Чем я это заслужил?" 
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[Lit. the pigeon quickly links rising of a curtain with the appearance of food. But 

if seeds are given every 20 second, the pigeon will think: ―What did I do to 

deserve this?‖] (MN) 

The words задумается [will think] and я [I] were considered as problematic during the 

analysis. A similar problem was encountered by the developers of MIPVU while analyzing the 

sentences ―Do fishes like people?‖ and ―Do you like us?‖ (addressing the fish) found in 

conversation (Steen et al. 2010, p.79). The scholars decided to mark them as potentially 

metaphorical by using the ‗WIDLII‘ tag.  

In order to check whether the same decision is applicable to the Russian example, 

contextual and basic senses of задумается [will think] and я [I] were identified and compared. 

It is clear from the sentence that the contextual senses of the words refer to the intellectual 

abilities of a pigeon. As for the basic senses, the personal pronoun was described as referring to 

people (‗1. Used by a speaker to name himself or herself; 2. Used for denoting one person as 

opposed to many people‘), while the verb задумываться (inf.) did not include people as only 

possible actors in its sense description (1. To start thinking about something; to indulge in 

thoughts). In fact, the same results were reported by Steen et al. while analyzing the words like 

and you. Thus, following the practice of these researchers, it was decided to annotate the lexical 

units задумается [will think] and я [I] as potential personification of the pigeon by applying the 

‗WIDLII‘ tag. 

It was already pointed out by the developers of MIPVU  that problems with comparing 

basic and contextual senses can arise while analyzing instances of interaction between metaphor 

and metonymy. Examples of such interaction were also met in the Russian data: 

Ральф  сделал  губы  трубочкой,  впустил  в раковину струйку воздуха, и 

раковина будто пукнула в ответ. Оба покатились со  смеху <…> 

[lit. Ralph made his lips like a tube, breathed into the shell a jet of air, and the 

shell as if farted in response. Both rolled from laughter <…>] 

Ralph pursed his lips and squirted air into the shell, which emitted a low, farting 

noise. This amused both boys so much <…> (LOTF) 
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The expression покатиться со смеху [lit. to roll from laughter] can be found in the 

LED dictionary as a fixed phrase under the description of ‗покатиться‘ [to roll]. It is defined as 

‗громко рассмеяться‘ [to laugh loudly]. It is natural to suggest that the expression has a 

metonymic base, since in some cases people can roll on the ground because of laughter (this 

particular situation was mentioned earlier in the text of Lord of the Flies). However, the 

contextual meaning of the expression does not necessarily imply rolling on the ground, thus, the 

expression can be taken as metaphor from metonymy (Goossens 2002). As the context does not 

clarify whether the literal rolling took place, the word покатились [rolled] that may or may not 

be metaphorically used is marked as an ambiguous case (WIDLII). 

The examples provided above represent the most common difficulties that the 

researcher can come across while applying MIPVU to Russian texts. These examples and the 

detailed descriptions of the decision-making process illustrate that such difficulties can be 

overcome by thoroughly analyzing borderline cases and, if disambiguation is impossible, 

marking them as potentially metaphorical with a ‗WIDLII‘ tag. 

3.10. Conclusion  

In Chapter 3 the new version of MIPVU developed for the Russian language has been described. 

The core of the procedure, its basic steps, has been fully preserved in the new version. However, 

the new language system required substantial changes with regard to the dictionaries in use, 

which in its turn led to the modification of guidelines on identification of more basic sense of a 

lexical unit, as well as identification whether two senses of a word are sufficiently distinct. As 

for other steps of the procedure, they required minor changes concerning certain particularities of 

the grammatical system and vocabulary. Section 3.9 demonstrated that when applied to the 

Russian data, the adapted version of MIPVU serves as an explicit tool for processing both clear-

cut and ambiguous cases. The application of the procedure to the wider corpus under study will 

be demonstrated in Chapter 4.  
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Chapter 4. Comparison of English metaphors and their translation into Russian 

After the application of the MIPVU procedure to both English and Russian texts, the results of 

metaphor tagging were compared by analyzing the texts on a sentence-by-sentence basis. All the 

cases of metaphor translation were divided into two major groups: metaphor translation 

following SMC pattern and metaphor translation following DMC pattern (see Section 3.2 for 

details). The first group was further sub-divided into SMC reflecting shared ideas and SMC 

reflecting different ideas. 

The metaphor-related words are indicated in bold with the tag separated from the word 

by an underscore (e.g. this_M). Only the words under discussion are marked with the rest of the 

tags omitted for convenience. The texts under study are abbreviated for convenience: Mr. 

Nobody – MN, Lord of the Flies – LOTF, BBC articles – BBC.  

4.1. Similar Mapping Conditions 

4.1.1. SMC reflecting shared ideas 

This group of data contains English-Russian pairs of metaphor-related lexical units, which 

represent identical cross-domain mappings. This means that the metaphors found in original texts 

were translated directly into Russian with the metaphorical status of words being preserved.  

The metaphors fall into several groups depending on the word class and the type of 

metaphors. First, much coincidence is found in the translation of demonstrative pronouns: 

1. "What did I do to deserve this_М?" 

"Чем я это_М [this] заслужил?" (MN) 

2. We call this_М "pigeon superstition." 

Мы называем это_М [this] "голубиным суеверием". (MN) 

3. We'll be back after this_M! 

Мы вернѐмся после этого_M [this]! (MN) 

4. Piggy bore this_M with a sort of humble patience. 

Хрюша снес это_M [this] с достойным смирением. (LOTF) 
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5. Ralph's lips parted in a delighted smile and Piggy, taking this_M smile 

to himself as a mark of recognition, laughed with pleasure. 

Рот у Ральфа расплылся в восхищенной улыбке, а  Хрюша  отнес эту_M 

[this] улыбку  на свой  счет,  как  знак признанья, и радостно захохотал. 

(LOTF) 

6. The fair boy said this_M solemnly <…> 

Светлый произнес это_M [this] мрачно. (LOTF) 

7. Many of these_M new cases are among men who have sex with men and it 

is this_M group that campaigners hope to target. 

Большинство случаев приходится на гомосексуальные контакты между 

мужчинами, и эксперты предлагают ввести анализы в первую очередь 

именно для этой_M [this] группы. (BBC) 

8. New diagnoses in this_M group alone have increased by 70% in the past 10 

years. 

<…>  число выявленных заражений в этой_M [this] группе за последние 10 

лет возросло на 70%. (BBC) 

9. On that_M occasion, the prince travelled to the US on a scheduled British 

Airways flight from Heathrow <…> 

В тот_M [that] раз принц летал в США рейсовым самолетом British Airways 

из аэропорта Хитроу <…> (BBC) 

The examples illustrate similar metaphorical use of demonstrative pronouns in English 

and Russian. The words this/этот and that/тот are used to talk about abstract ideas / 

previously mentioned information, while its basic meaning refers to the closest object to the 

speaker in both languages. Sentence 7, however, contains two examples of the use of a 

demonstrative pronoun in the English sentence, one of which is translated into Russian with an 

equivalent demonstrative pronoun thus preserving the metaphor, while the other one is omitted 

in translation. Such examples will be discussed in Section 4.2. 

Another group of metaphors based on similar cross-domain mappings contains words 

with the spatial basic meaning used in the temporal or other abstract sense: 

10. I was born in_M 1975. 

Я родился в_M [in] 1975 году. (MN) 

11. Live on_M WWB.  

В прямом эфире на_М [on] "WWB‖. (MN) 
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12. I'm going to count to_M three. 

Я буду считать до_M [to/till] трѐх. (MN) 

13. Remember even further_M back_M. 

Теперь, загляни еще дальше_M [further]. (MN) 

14. He picked his way to the seaward edge of the platform and stood looking 

down into_M the water.  

Он прошел к краю площадки над морем и заглянул в_М [in/into] воду. 

(LOTF) 

15. Almost eight out_M of 10 men said <…> 

Восемь из_M [out] каждых десяти опрошенных мужчин сказали <…> (BBC) 

16. President Obama is due to make an official state visit to the UK at_M the 

end_M of May. 

Официальный визит президента Обамы в Великобританию состоится в_M 

конце_M мая. (BBC) 

17. That's why people spend so much time on_M there [the websites] <…> 

<…> поэтому люди проводят столько времени  _M [on] этих сайтах. (BBC) 

18. <…> an area that has a high_M prevalence of HIV – meaning <…> 

<…> в районах, где зарегистрировано повышенное_M [raised] число ВИЧ-

инфицированных <…> (BBC) 

 

Examples 10 to 12 and 14 to 17 contain metaphorically used prepositions, the 

contextual meaning of which is either temporal (example 10, 16) or more generalized (11, 12, 

14-17,) than the basic meanings of containment (for the prepositions in, into, в), object location 

(for the prepositions out, on, из, на), or direction (to, до). Examples 13 and 18 demonstrate the 

metaphorical use of the spatial adverbs further /дальше and adjectives high /повышенный, 

which are used in temporal and abstract contextual senses respectively. It was noticed during the 

analysis that metaphorically used words with spatial basic meaning occur most often in news 

texts rather than in fiction or the movie script. This fact can be explained by the purpose of the 

news texts, which aim at communicating the time of events under discussion, as well as 

providing statistical data, which often requires the metaphorical use of words with spatial basic 

meaning. 
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Some of the identical cross-domain mappings between the two languages are expressed 

by conventional metaphors (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980): 

19. Good morning, my little angels_M. 

Доброе утро, ангелочки_М [little angels]. 

20. What will be the nature_M of time? 

Какой тогда будет природа_М [nature] времени? 

21. The smoke [comes out]_M of Daddy's cigarette, but it never [goes back 

in]_M. 

Дым выходит_М [goes out] из папиной сигареты, но не заходит_М [goes 

in]обратно. 

22. I realize that with you, my life is [passing me by]_M. 

Я понимаю, что с тобой моя жизнь проходит_М [passes by] мимо. 

23. An expression of pain and inward concentration_M altered the pale 

contours of his face. 

Вдруг его расплывчатые  черты  изменились  от боли и 

сосредоточенности_М [concentration]. (LOTF) 

24. <…> and beyond that the open_M sea was dark blue. 

<…> и дальше темной синью стлалось  открытоe_M [open] море. (LOTF) 

25. <…> links_M between the British and US armed forces <…> 

<…> связей_M [links] между американскими и британскими военными 

<…> (BBC) 

26. Remote-controlled robots are being used at the quake-hit Fukushima nuclear 

plant to measure radiation levels_M. 

Японские эксперты, ликвидирующие последствия аварии на АЭС 

"Фукусима", используют роботы для замера уровня_М [level] радиации на 

станции. 

27. <…> where the situation deteriorated from lack of measures_M. 

<…> когда ситуация ухудшалась из-за отсутствия необходимых мер_M 

[measures]. (BBC) 

All the MRWs shown above are conventional metaphors used in everyday language or 

professional communication. Metaphorical meaning is caused by the various types of interaction 

between the basic and contextual senses: comparison of a person and a heavenly creature in 

Example 19; human physical motion with abstract movement or progress in Examples 21 and 

22; container meaning with space description in Example 24; and concrete meanings vs. their 

abstracted senses in Examples 20, 23, 25-27. 
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Certain similarities were noticed in relation to the cases of possible personification, 

where metaphorical use of a verb is combined with metonymic use of a noun. Such examples 

mostly come from the news texts, since it is typical of this register to talk about various types of 

organizations by representing them as one entity. However, there were no cases of possible 

personification found in the movie script: 

28. The voice spoke_PP again.  

Голос заговорил_PP [started speaking] снова. (LOTF) 

29. The tall boy shouted at them. 'Choir! Stand_PP still!'  

Высокий на них прикрикнул:  

- Хор! Стоять_PP [stand] смирно! (LOTF) 

30. Even the choir applauded_PP. 

Хлопал_PP [applauded] даже хор. (LOFT) 

31. <…> the telephone polls conducted_M, PP over the weekend by the Asahi 

Shimbun, Mainichi Shimbun and the Nikkei business daily <…>  

В ходе исследования, проведенного_M, PP [conducted] тремя крупными 

японскими газетами <…> (BBC) 

32. Apple [is suing]_PP its rival Samsung Electronics <…> 

Компания Apple подала_M,PP в суд [sued] на Samsung Electronics <…> 

(BBC) 

33. The police came_PP to [look around]_M, then went_PP away. 

Полиция приезжала_PP [came], посмотрела_PP [looked around], что тут 

происходит и уехала_PP [left]. (BBC) 

34. Squatters have taken over a London house <…>, police have 

confirmed_PP. 

Лондонская полиция подтвердила_PP [confirmed], что группа сквоттеров 

заняла дом, <…>. (BBC) 

35. I feel the police did_PP wrong around Christmas time when they released 

information about the clothing <…> 

По-моему, полиция сделала_PP [did] неправильно, когда под Рождество 

распространила информацию об одежде <…> (BBC) 

It is important to mention that the sentences in Examples 31 and 32 contain words 

marked with two tags (‗PP‘ and ‗M‘). Example 30 shows the full coincidence of senses rendered 

in translation: the words conducted and проведенного are both used metaphorically, since their 

basic meanings belong to the field of physics in relation to materials that electricity or heat can 
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go through, but they are also used as possible personifications, because their contextual 

meanings (―to do something in an organized way‖ and ―Осуществлять, выполнять [lit. carry 

out, fulfill]‖) imply that the action is done by a human agent. Such metaphors are described by 

the MIPVU as ―double metaphors‖. Example 31 in its turn contains only one sentence, which has 

a double metaphor expressed by the verb подала [lit. gave something by serving it or helping 

someone]. Even though the direct meaning of the verb does not correspond to that of the verb is 

suing, the pair of sentences is included into the SMC reflected shared ideas, since the phrase 

подавать в суд, where the verb подавать is used metaphorically, is a fixed collocation and the 

only possible way of translating the verb to sue into Russian. 

In contrast to the rest of the examples, the sentences in Example 28 do not refer to any 

type of organization, but rather to the metonymic relationship between a person and his or her 

voice. According to the practice adopted by MIPVU (Steen et al. 2010) and explained in detail 

by Aletta Dorst in her PhD dissertation (Dorst, 2011), such a relationship should be regarded as 

the personification of body parts in the broad sense and coded with the ‗PP‘ tag. Thus, the verbs 

spoke and заговорил were marked with as the instances of ‗possible personification‘. 

Despite the fact that there are cases of possible personification reflecting shared ideas in 

English and Russian versions of texts, translation of such metaphor-related lexical items can also 

be performed according to the following patterns: if the word is marked as a double metaphor 

(‗M‘ + ‗PP‘), it can lose one of its tags in the TL (in this case it will be translated within the 

SMC reflecting different ideas); the word can also lose a ‗PP‘ or ‗M + PP‘ tag (thus belonging to 

the SMC reflecting different ideas). Such transformations will be described later in the chapter. 

Another observation concerns novel metaphors (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980), which are 

often translated within the same conceptual domain. The reason for that might be the fact that the 

novel metaphors constitute the core of the imagery of a text. They fulfill the aesthetic function, 
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thus, they should be often preserved in the translated version. Here are some examples of novel 

metaphors in English and Russian: 

36. Two individuals, by mixing_M their genes, shuffle_M the cards_M <…> 

Два человека, смешав_M [mixing] свои гены, тасуют_M [shuffle] колоду_M 

[pack of cards] <…> (MN) 

37. My life has been cast_M in cement_M with airbags_M and seatbelts_M.  

Моя жизнь застыла_M [frozen] в цементе_M [cement], вся в ремнях_M 

[seatbelts] и подушках_M  безопасности [airbags]. (MN) 

38.  -If I stay here, you're all gonna end up drowning_M with me. 

-We'll learn to swim_M. 

-Если я останусь,ты утонешь_М [will drown] вместе со мной. 

-Мы научимся плавать_М [swim]. (MN) 

39. The shore was fledged_M with palm trees. 

Берег был весь опушен_М [fledged] пальмами. (LOTF) 

40. <…> their green feathers_M were a hundred feet up in the air. 

<…> а зеленое оперенье_М [plumage] висело в стофутовой выси. (LOTF) 

41. The palms that still stood made a green roof_M 

Пока не рухнувшие пальмы распластали зеленую кровлю_M [roof]. (LOTF) 

42. Ralph spoke to himself, sounding the bass_M strings_M of delight. 

У   Ральфа вырвалось вслух на басовых_М [bass] струнах_М [strings] 

восторга. (LOTF) 

43. Between the point, worn away into a little hole, and the pink lips_M of the 

mouth, lay eighteen inches of shell.  

От кончика с узкой дырочкой к разинутым розовым губам_М [lips] легкой 

спиралью вились восемнадцать сверкающих дюймов. (LOTF) 

 

It was noticed during the analysis that all of the novel metaphors found in the 

movie script were rendered into Russian within the same conceptual domain as in the 

original text, while novel metaphors in Lord of the Flies were translated according to all 

three possible patterns: within the same conceptual domain, with a shift to a different 

conceptual domain, and with the use of non-metaphorical language. This can be explained 

by the relative freedom a translator of fiction has in comparison with the one who 

translates a movie script. The latter requires more ‗reserved‘ translation, since the script 

should be synchronized with the video (thus, the length of utterances should be preserved) 
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and support the video. Thus, the translated version of the novel has many new metaphors, 

as well as rather creative interpretations of those used in the original text. Such examples 

will be discussed later in this section. 

Direct metaphors are also often translated with the use of the same images: 

44. Most of the time, nothing happened...Like a French movie_MDirect 

Большую часть времени ничего не происходило...Как во французском 

фильме_Mdirect. (MN) 

45. I know myself like [the back of my hand]_Mdirect.  

Я знаю себя как [свои пять пальцев]_Mdirect. (MN) 

46. <…> a bird, a vision of red and yellow, flashed upwards with a 

witch_Mdirect-like cry <…> 

<…> какая-то птица желто-красной вспышкой взметнулась вверх, голося, 

как ведьма_Mdirect <…> (LOTF) 

47. <…> and stood there among the skull_Mdirect-like coco-nuts<…> 

<…> стал среди больших, как черепа_Mdirect, кокосов <…> (LOTF) 

48. The fat boy lowered himself over the terrace and sat down carefully, using 

the edge as a seat_Mdirect.  

Толстый  мальчик осторожно спустил ноги с террасы и присел на край, как 

на стульчик_Mdirect. (LOTF) 

49. Ralph danced out into the hot air of the beach and then returned as a 

[fighter-plane, with wings swept back, and machine-gunned]_Mdirect Piggy.  

Ральф выплясал на солнцепек, вернулся [истребителeм, распластав 

крылья, и обстрелял]_Mdirect Хрюшу. (LOTF) 

50. <…> he might have been [swimming in a huge bath]_Mdirect.  

<…> он плавал [was swimming] как будто [в огромной ванне [in a huge 

bath]]_Mdirect. (LOTF) 

51. <…> the sandy edge of the pool loomed up like a hillside_Mdirect. 

<…> песчаный  край бухты  маячил,  как  [горный  кряж]_Mdirect. (LOTF) 

52. Sleep enveloped him like [the swathing mirages that were wrestling 

with the brilliance of the lagoon]_Mdirect.  

 Перебарывая [wrestling],  затеняя  блеск  лагуны [shadowing the brilliance of 

the lagoon],  как  [кисея_M миража [mirage gauze]]_Mdirect, его окутывал 

сон. (LOTF) 

53. The two boys, bullet -headed and with hair like tow_Mdirect <…> 

Двое круглоголовых мальчиков с волосами, как пакля_Mdirect <…> 

(LOTF) 
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While most of the direct metaphors in the examples given above are translated into 

Russian by rendering each word in the original version through its direct equivalent in the target 

language, some of the translations preserve only parts of direct metaphor. Such transformations 

can be seen in Examples 50 and 52, where the words included into the direct metaphor in the 

English version of the text are shifted to a different part of the sentence, thus losing their 

metaphorical status. In the English versions the metaphor flags might have been and like occur 

earlier in the sentences, which allows marking the stretches swimming in a huge bath and the 

swathing mirages that were wrestling with the brilliance of the lagoon as direct metaphor. 

However, in the Russian translations, the metaphor flags are put later in the sentence, thus 

signaling the metaphoricity of smaller parts of the text (в огромной ванне [in a huge bath] and 

кисея миража [mirage gauze]). Nevertheless, since the cross-domain mappings are preserved in 

both cases, the pairs of sentences are included into the SMC reflecting shared ideas. 

In general, the similarity between the English and Russian versions can be explained by 

the fact that most of the direct metaphors listed above are novel and deliberate (Steen 2011). 

Such metaphors do not typically belong to pre-existing cross-domain mappings, which 

characterize a particular linguistic community. Since they are often introduced by metaphor 

―flags‖, they can be translated directly without a translator looking for another mapping in the 

target language. Examples 45 and 53 are exceptions, since they include conventional direct 

metaphors revealing similar mappings typical of both language communities. 

The same applies to direct metaphors that are not signaled by metaphor ―flags‖, but 

expressed by an incongruous stretch of text serving as source domain: 

54. Each of these lives is the right one. [Every path is the right 

path]_Mdirect. 

Каждая из тех жизней правильная. [Каждый путь – правильный]_Mdirect. 

(MN) 
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55. [In chess, it's called Zugzwang, when the only viable move is not to 

move]_Mdirect. 

[В шахматах это называется Цукцванг, когда единственный полезный 

ход – не двигаться с места]_Mdirect. (MN) 

However, like novel metaphors, direct metaphors do not occur often in news texts, 

which explains the fact that all the examples are taken either from the movie script or the novel. 

News texts in their turn contain numerous examples of literal comparisons introduced by words 

that can also be used as metaphor signals: 

56. <…> the most visited entertainment portals in the UK, more popular than 

mainstream sites like ITV.com or Channel4.com. 

<…> самые крупные сайты такого рода обходят по популярности 

онлайновые версии некоторых общенациональных телеканалов вроде 

ITV.com либо Channel4.соm. (BBC) 

57. At this time this is being treated as a civil matter. 

В настоящее время этот случай рассматривается как гражданское дело <…> 

(BBC) 

A few examples of literal comparison were also encountered in the abstract from the 

novel and the movie script: 

58. The water was warmer than his blood <…> 

Вода оказалась теплее тела <…> (LOTF) 

59. Like most living creatures, the pigeon quickly associates the pressing of a 

lever with reward. 

Как и большинство живых существ, голубь быстро связывает поднятие  

шторки с появлением еды. (MN) 

It is important to differentiate between figurative comparisons that words like, as, как, 

as well as comparative forms etc. may signal and literal comparisons as shown above. The 

difference between the two consists in figurative comparison (or direct metaphors, as we tag 

them) juxtaposing two phenomena from unrelated domains, while literal comparison deals with 

two phenomena belonging to the same domain (e.g. ITV.com and Channel4.com are in fact 

mainstream sites, while hair is not tow). 
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Much similarity was found in the use of metaphor flags in translation. However, as they 

cannot be listed under any type of the mapping conditions, their classification was included as a 

separate paragraph of the present section (see Section 4.3). The only type of metaphor-related 

words that was not found to be used similarly in the original texts and their translations into 

Russian, is implicit metaphor. Since such metaphor was not preserved in the texts, it will be 

discussed in Section 4.2. 

The MIPVU analysis of English and Russian texts brought to light one more way of 

metaphor translation which has not been described by the developers of the classification: 

metaphors translated within the SMC reflecting shared ideas, but expressed by different types of 

metaphor. The identification of such a type of translation became possible due to the explicitness 

of the MIPVU procedure and the classification of metaphor-related words it provides. Examples 

of such translation can be seen below: 

60. It's like_Mflag [her hormones have gone to her head]_MDirect. 

Ей гормоны в_M голову_M ударили_M [lit. hit in her head]. (MN) 

61. All round him the long scar_M smashed into the jungle was a bath of heat.  

Шрам_Mdirect-ом_Mflag врезавшаяся в джунгли длинная  полоса  

порушенного  леса  держала  жару,  как  баня. (LOTF)  

62. The beach between the palm terrace and the water was a thin bow_M-

stave_M, endless apparently, for to Ralph's left the perspectives of palm and 

beach and water drew to a point at infinity 

Полоска  песка  между  пальмовой террасой и морем убегала тонкой 

лук_Mdirect ой_Mflag  неведомо  куда,  и  только  где-то  в бесконечности  

слева  от Ральфа пальмы, вода и берег сливались в одну точку. (LOTF) 

63. Ralph pursed his lips and squirted air into the shell, which emitted a low_M, 

farting_M noise. 

Ральф  сделал  губы  трубочкой,  впустил  в раковину струйку воздуха, и 

раковина будто_Mflag пукнула_Mdirect в ответ. (LOTF) 

64. Clouds_M of birds rose from the tree-tops, and something squealed and ran 

in the undergrowth. 

Птицы  туча_Mdirect ми_Mflag  взмыли  с деревьев, в кустах пищала и 

разбегалась какая-то живность. (LOTF) 
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65. The palms that still stood made a green roof_M, covered on the underside 

with a quivering tangle of reflections from the lagoon. 

Пока не рухнувшие пальмы распластали зеленую кровлю_М, с исподу всю 

[all] _Mimpl  в мечущемся  плетеве  отраженных  водяных  бликов. (LOTF) 

As can be seen from the examples, such a type of translation can take place when direct 

metaphors are translated as indirect metaphors, indirect metaphors are rendered as direct 

metaphors, and indirect metaphors are rendered as implicit metaphors (the reverse pattern is also 

possible). 

The interrelation between direct and indirect metaphor can be caused by the fact that 

some cross-domain mappings are conventionalized in one language, but not the other. Example 

60 shows that the metaphorical expression is less common in English, where it is introduced by 

the metaphor flag like, than in Russian. However, Examples 61-64 show the reverse pattern, 

where the indirect metaphors in English (scar, bow-stave, farting, clouds) are translated as direct 

metaphors in Russian (шрамом, лукой, будто пукнула, тучами). The ways of signaling an 

unusual cross-domain mapping in translation vary from introducing such prepositions as как, 

будто [like] to using a word in ablative case expressed by the endings –ом, -ой, -ами. 

As for the substitution of indirect metaphor by implicit metaphor in translation, such 

transformation seems natural, since sentence structure may vary from language to language, and 

translation may require the introduction of new linking words. In case such a linking word is 

used to substitute indirect metaphor, implicit metaphor emerges. Such a pattern can be seen in 

Example 65. Despite the fact that the reverse pattern was not found in the analyzed data, it is 

possible to occur in translation in case of sentence compression. 

To conclude, the data cited above demonstrate that there is a significant number of 

metaphors rendered within similar mapping conditions in the studied English texts and their 

translations into the Russian language. Such similarities are found to characterize such metaphor 

types identified by the MIPVU as indirect metaphor, possible personification, direct metaphor, as 
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well as such metaphor types pointed out by Lakoff & Johnson as conventional metaphor and 

novel metaphor. Agreement was also found across various types of metaphor distinguished by 

MIPVU (indirect and direct metaphor, indirect and implicit metaphor), which express the same 

cross-domain mappings, and the translation of metaphor flags (see Section 4.3). The only type of 

metaphor that has not revealed any instances of similar translation across the texts, is implicit 

metaphor.  

4.1.2. SMC reflecting different ideas 

This group of data contains pairs of sentences, where metaphorically used English words 

aretranslated into Russian with metaphors that belong to other cross-domain mappings than those 

existing in the English language. Like SMC reflecting shared ideas, SMC reflecting different 

ideas occur when it comes to translation of certain metaphorically used prepositions. Both 

English and Russian metaphors in this case represent the metaphorical link between space and 

time or between space and abstract notions, which at first glance gives an impression that they 

reflect shared ideas. However, the difference in basic meanings of English and Russian 

prepositions, which are conventionally used in the same situations, is the reason for classifying 

such translations as related to SMC reflecting different ideas:   

1. Daddy says you can predict exactly when Mars will be in the sky, even 

in_M 100 years. 

Папа говорит, что можно с точностью предсказать, когда на небе появится 

Марс, даже за_M сотню лет. (MN) 

2. We've got errands to run. We'll back in_M an hour.  

Мы смотаемся по делам, через_M час вернемся. (MN) 

Examples 1 and 2 demonstrate the metaphorical use of in with its contextual sense being 

‗at the end of a period of time in the future‘, while its basic sense deals with the notion of 

containment. The preposition is translated into Russian with two metaphorically used 

prepositions with the same contextual sense, but different basic senses. In Example 1 the 

preposition за is used, which has a basic sense ‗used to indicate an object, place, person etc. 
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behind which something is placed, hidden etc.‘ (similar to English behind). Example 2 contains 

the preposition через with the basic meaning ‗used to indicate a place, space, or objects which 

are overcome or which are located on different sides or with an interval between each other‘ 

(similar to English across)
3
. 

3. <…> daddy does not know what will happen to him two minutes from_M 

now. 

<…> папа не знает, что  случится с ним через_M две минуты. (MN) 

In this case the preposition через (with the same contextual and basic meanings as 

described above) is used for translation of the metaphorically used preposition from, which has a 

basic sense ‗starting at a particular place and moving away‘ and a contextual sense ‗starting at a 

particular time‘. 

4. A quarter of men aged 18-24 are worried about the amount of porn they are 

watching on_M the internet, new research suggests. 

<…> около четверти мужчин в возрасте от 18 до 24 лет обеспокоены тем, 

сколько времени они проводят на порнографических сайтах в_M Интернете. 

(BBC) 

5. It happened shortly before 0600 BST on_M Saturday <…> 

Рано утром в_M субботу <…> (BBC) 

Examples 4 and 5 demonstrate the metaphorical use of the preposition on, which has a 

spatial basic sense (‗touching a surface or an object‘) and which is used in different contextual 

senses. In Example 4 the preposition on is generalized, its contextual sense can be described as 

‗using particular service‘ (the exact sense is not found in the dictionaries, but it can be compared 

to the sense 13 in Macmillan, ‗using a particular type of machine or equipment‘). In Example 5 

the preposition is used in the sense ‗used for saying the day or date when something happens‘. In 

both cases the preposition on is translated with the Russian preposition в, which is used in the 

corresponding contextual senses contrasting with its basic sense ‗used to indicate a place, space, 

                                                             
3 The basic meanings of the Russian prepositions are taken from the LED, as it provides full descriptions, while the 
ND gives synonyms. 
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container, environment etc. inside of which something or someone is located, or something is 

happening‘ (compare to the English in). 

Another preposition that is often used metaphorically and can be translated within the 

SMC reflecting different ideas is the preposition at: 

6. He undid the snake-clasp of his belt, lugged off his shorts and pants, and 

stood there naked, looking at_M the dazzling beach and the water.  

Потом расстегнул  змейку  на  ремне,  стащил  шорты и трусики и, голый, 

смотрел на_M слепящую воду и берег. (LOTF) 

7. 'He's always throwing a faint,' said Merridew. 'He did in Gib.; and Addis; 

and at_M matins over the precentor.'  

     - Он вечно в обморок падает, - сказал Меридью. - И в Аддис-Абебе,  и  в 

Гибралтаре. И на_M утренях плюхался прямо на регента. (LOTF) 

Having a basic sense of ‗used for stating where someone or something is‘, the 

preposition at is used in two different contextual senses in Examples 6 and 7: 

‗used for stating the direction in which you look, point, or aim something‘ in the former and 

‗used for stating when something happens‘ in the latter. In both sentences at is translated into 

Russian with the preposition на used in the corresponding contextual senses, but having the basic 

sense ‗used for indicating an object, on the surface of which something is located‘ (compare to 

the English preposition on). 

The classification of such cases as SMC reflecting different ideas is still quite 

controversial, especially if compared to translation of other conventional metaphors expressed by 

open class (lexical) words (Strazny 2005), which can serve as clear-cut examples for this group 

of data. E.g.:  

8. This extraordinary expedition will raise awareness of the debt_M that this 

country owes_M to those it sends off to fight <…> 

Эта удивительная экспедиция напомнит обществу о том долге_M [debt], 

который наша страна несет_M [lit. carries] перед теми, кто воюет за нее <…> 

(BBC) 
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The original sentence in Example 8 contains the verb to owe, which is used 

metaphorically, since its contextual sense is 

‗to feel grateful to someone because of the way that they have helped you‘ (in combination with 

the metaphorical use of the noun debt), while its basic sense is ‗if you owe someone money, you 

have to give them a particular amount of money because you have bought something from them 

or have borrowed money from them‘, which can be contrasted as they are related to different 

concepts (money and feelings) and compared, as both of them imply doing (or feeling) 

something in return. As for the Russian translation, the metaphorical use of the noun долг [debt] 

is combined with the use of the verb несет [carries], which is also metaphorical, since the basic 

sense of the verb ‗to move something or someone in a particular direction while holding it 

(him/her) in your hands or having it (him/her) on your back‘ can be contrasted and compared 

with its abstract contextual sense ‗to have certain feelings, ideas‘. Thus, the idea is expressed 

with the metaphors clearly belonging to two different domains in English and Russian, which 

makes its classification more straightforward than that of previous examples. 

9. <…> the police <…> released_M, PP information about the clothing, but 

didn't reveal_M, PP that there was £10,000 of mountaineering equipment as well. 

<…> полиция <…> распространила_M,PP [lit. spread] информацию об 

одежде, которую нашли в его квартире. Они не раскрыли_M [opened], что у 

него также было альпинистское снаряжение на 10 тыс. фунтов <…> (BBC) 

In Example 9 two conventional metaphors in the original text are rendered by means of 

two conventional metaphors in the Russian translation, both of which represent different 

conceptual mappings. The verb released represents the mapping between the contextual sense, 

‗to make information or documents available‘, and the basic sense, ‗to stop holding something‘. 

Its meaning is rendered in the Russian sentence by the verb распространила, which has the 

same contextual meaning, while its basic sense is ‗to enlarge or lengthen something‘. Thus, the 

idea of ‗making something known‘ is expressed through different source domains of ‗letting go‘ 

and ‗spreading‘ in the two languages.  
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The same pattern can be seen in the translation of the next verb. Reveal is also used 

metaphorically, since its contextual sense ‗to let something become known, for example a secret 

or information that was previously not known‘ can be contrasted and compared with the basic 

sense ‗to show something that was covered or hidden‘. This verb is translated into Russian by 

means of the verb раскрыли, which has a basic sense ‗to open doors of a building; to remove a 

lid from a container‘ (compare to the English verb open), but is used in the sentence in the same 

contextual meaning as reveal. Thus, the source domain of ‗uncovering‘ is replaced by a new 

source domain of ‗opening‘ in translation.  

It can also be seen from the tagging that the verbs released, reveal, and 

распространила are marked as both metaphors and possible personification due to the 

interrelation of metaphor and metonymy. The last verb, however, has received a metaphor tag 

only, since the subject of the sentence has been changed from полиция [police] to они [they]. 

Such cases of rendering ‗possible personification‘ are included into the DMC translation 

scenario. They will be discussed in Section 4.2. 

10. Maybe snatches_M of memory will [come back]_M. 

Возможно, будут проблески_M [flashes] воспоминаний. (MN) 

Example 10 demonstrates how the difference between cross-domain mappings in the SL 

and the TL results in the indirect translation of the word snatches. In Russian the idea of ‗partial‘ 

memories is expressed through the word flashes. However, the line can be drawn between this 

translation and the English word flashback, which proves that in some cases English and Russian 

mappings match.  

The next pair of sentences illustrates how the difference in cross-domain mappings 

influences the translation of set phrases in conversation: 

11. He doesn't give_M a damn about_M me. 

Ему наплевать_М [spits]  на меня. (MN) 
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In spite of the fact that the word damn is not used metaphorically (since as a noun it is 

used only in collocations), the words give and about are metaphorically used, since their 

contextual sense is different from the basic senses, which are ‗to put something in someone‘s 

hand, or to pass something to someone‘ and ‗moving to many different parts or areas, or in 

different directions‘ correspondingly. However, these words are not translated directly into 

Russian, because the translator uses the commonly used expression наплевать на кого-л. (spit 

on sb), which represents another cross-domain mapping. 

 12. The watch goes_M "tick-tock". 

Часы говорят_M [says]: "тик-так". 
 

Both sentences show the instances of personification with the English version making 

use of the idea of ‗going‘, while in Russian it appears as ‗saying‘. In fact, the word часы (watch) 

also collocates with the verb идти (to go) in the Russian language, which would correspond to 

watch is running in English. Nevertheless, the presence of the sound made by the watch (tick-

tock) excludes the possibility of translating the sentence within the same mapping, since in this 

case the Russian language requires the use of a verb with the meaning of ‗saying‘.  

Example 13 also demonstrates how the vehicle term of a metaphor (Goatly 1997) is 

replaced by a different notion: 

13. We did everything we can do in this dump_M and it was wonderful. 

Делали всѐ, чего нельзя делать в этом гадюшнике_M [snakepit]. И были 

рады. (MN) 
 

According to the context, the word dump is used to characterize the old polluted world. 

However, in the Russian version dump is replaced by гадюшник [snakepit], which is commonly 

used to talk about a dirty and unpleasant place. 

The next pair of sentences is an interesting example of an overall sentence 

transformation performed by a translator, who nevertheless preserved metaphor:  
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14. The suffusion drained_M away from Jack‘s face. 

Веснушки вернулись_M на лицо Джека [lit. Freckles returned on Jack‘s face]. 

(LOTF) 

The transformation done by the translator seems unreasonable unless we pay attention 

to the context, where we find that ―the freckles on Jack's face disappeared under a blush of 

mortification‖ earlier in the text. The context helps us see the connection between the metaphor 

drained (basic sense of to drain is ‗to let liquid flow away from something‘, contextual sense is 

‗to fade away‘) said about suffusion and the metaphor вернулись (basic sense of the verb 

вернуться is ‗to come back‘, contextual sense is ‗to appear again‘) said about веснушки 

[freckles].  

The following example shows how novel metaphor can be replaced by conventional 

metaphor in translation: 

15. A storm_M of laughter arose and even the tiniest child joined in. 

Тут  раздался  настоящий  взрыв_M  [burst] хохота,  хохотали  все,   даже   самые 

маленькие. (LOTF) 

The word storm has a meaning ‗the sudden expression of an emotional reaction among a 

lot of people‘ in the context, while its basic meaning is ‗an occasion when a lot of rain falls very 

quickly, often with very strong winds or thunder and lightning‘. The meanings can be contrasted 

and compared, thus, we deal with metaphor. It is novel metaphor, since such a word combination 

a storm of laughter occurs only once in the BNC, and this occurrence belongs to the novel Lord 

of the Flies. By contrast, the phrase взрыв хохота [burst of laughter] has 104 citations in the 

RNC, which means that the metaphor is conventional. It is certain the word взрыв is used 

metaphorically, since its contextual meaning ‗sudden and intensive expression of a feeling‘ can 

be contrasted and compared with the basic meaning ‗release of large amount of energy in a short 

period of time‘. 

The same pattern of translation can be demonstrated with the following example: 
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16. I don't know about you, but next time Mom has one of her meltdowns_M, I'm 

gonna go live somewhere else.  

Не знаю как ты, но когда у нее будет очередное падение_M [fall], лично я 

уйду жить в другое место. (MN) 

The word meltdown is novel metaphor, since it has only three citations in the BNC in 

the contextual sense of ‗a nervous breakdown‘ (its basic sense is ‗an accident in a nuclear reactor 

in which the temperature increases in the nuclear fuel until it melts and bursts though its 

container so that radiation comes out‘). Due to the fact that the word падение [lit. fall] occurs 

very frequently in the RNC (8282 citations), it was unfeasible to check if the metaphor is novel 

or conventional in the corpus. However, the fact that the sense ‗a nervous breakdown‘ is 

included into the dictionary entry of падение [lit. fall] can be considered as evidence that such 

use of the word is conventionalized. 

Example 17 demonstrates that translation of novel metaphors can also sometimes occur 

within SMC reflecting different ideas: 

17. <…> boys were making their way towards the platform through the hot, 

dumb_M sand. 

<…> мальчики  пробирались  к  площадке  по  каленому  глухому_М [deaf] 

песку.  (LOTF) 

The adjective dumb is marked as a metaphor, since its contextual sense is used for the 

description of sand, while its basic sense is ‗permanently unable to speak‘. The metaphor is 

novel, since the contextual sense is not given in the entry for dumb, and the phrase dumb sand 

has no citations in the BNC. The same can be said about the Russian adjective глухой, which 

does not occur in the combination with the word песок [sand] in the RNC. Neither is it provided 

with a suitable sense description in the dictionary. However, глухой has a different basic 

meaning – ‗unable to hear‘ (compare to the English adjective deaf), which means that we deal 

with a different cross-domain mapping. 
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As was shown by the the analysis, direct metaphors can also be translated with a change 

of a cross-domain mapping (though, according to the data, such translation is quite rare): 

18. Here, the eye was first attracted to a black, bat_Mdirect like_Mflag creature 

that danced on the sand <…> 

И тогда взгляд сначала притягивался к пляшущему на песке черному 

упырю_M [vampire] <…> (LOTF) 

The English version of the text contains the noun bat, which is annotated as direct 

metaphor signaled by a metaphor flag like. In the Russian sentence, however, the metaphor flag 

is omitted, thus changing the metaphor status to indirect. The noun bat in its turn is replaced in 

translation with the noun упырь with the basic meaning of ‗vampire, ghoul‘ and the contextual 

meaning of ‗obscure scary outline‘.  Therefore, the source domain is changed from ‗bat‘ to 

‗vampire‘ in translation.  

The examples discussed above confirm the idea that metaphor can be translated within 

the SMC reflecting different ideas. According to the findings, such pattern is mostly seen when it 

comes to translation of conventional metaphor and observed quite rarely when novel or direct 

metaphors are rendered. 

4.2 Different Mapping Conditions 

In contrast to the previous sections, this section deals with cases where the metaphors in the 

English texts under study were translated without use of MRWs in Russian. According to 

Mandelblit‘s classification, this means that the two languages have different mapping conditions: 

the cross-domain mapping, which exists in the SL, either does not correspond to any cross-

domain mapping in the TL or cannot be translated with the use of such a cross-domain mapping 

in a particular situation. Such cases include the following prepositions: 

1. <…> no trace of his identity has been found on_M the National Records. 

<…> в [in] Государственных Архивах нет никаких данных о нем. (MN) 

2. Nothing about_M his past. 
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Нам ничего не известно о [about] его прошлом. (MN) 

3. Once upon_M a time, there was a daddy and a mommy 

Жили-были [lived/existed] папа и мама. (MN) 

4. <…> his grey shirt stuck to_M him and his hair was plastered to_M his 

forehead. 

<…> серая  рубашечка на [on] нем взмокла, и волосы налипли на [on] лоб. 

(LOTF) 

5. The fair boy was peering at_M the reef through screwed-up eyes. 

Светлый, сощурясь, озирал риф. (LOTF) 

6. In_M a few seconds the fat boy's grunts were behind him <…> 

Сопенье толстого тотчас [immediately] осталось у него за  спиной <…> 

(LOTF) 

7. Piggy took off his shoes and socks, ranged them carefully on the ledge, and 

tested the water with_M one toe.  

Хрюша  снял  ботинки,  носки,  осторожно сложил на уступе и окунул ногу 

одним пальцем. (LOTF) 

Examples 1, 2, 4 demonstrate how prepositions used metaphorically in the original texts 

are replaced by Russian prepositions that are used in their basic meanings. In Example 1 the 

preposition в [in] has a sense of containment, since the word архивы [archives] is used in its 

basic meaning ‗state institution, which deals with storing, organizing and describing written and 

graphic records‘; in Example 2 the preposition about is translated with its direct equivalent о, 

which has a basic abstract sense ‗regarding‘; in Example 4 the metaphorically used preposition 

to (basic sense is ‗going somewhere‘, contextual sense is ‗used for saying what something else is 

touching or pressing against‘) is replaced by the preposition на [on] in its basic sense, ‗used for 

indicating an object, on the surface of which something is located‘. Example 3 demonstrates how 

a set expression (once upon a time) in the SL containing a metaphor (upon) is translated with 

another set expression (жили-были) which does not contain a preposition. Similar patterns can 

be seen in Examples 5 and 6: the metaphorically used preposition at (basic sense is spatial) is 

omitted in the translation, since the Russian verb озирать [to view] is transitive; the preposition 

in used in its temporal sense within a phrase in a few seconds is not rendered separately in 

Russian, since the whole phrase is translated with an adverb тотчас [immediately]. As for the 
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last example, the preposition with is also used metaphorically in the English sentence, since its 

contextual sense ‗used for saying what is used for doing something‘ can be contrasted and 

compared with its basic sense ‗if one person or thing is with another or does something with 

them, they are together or they do it together‘. In Russian the preposition is omitted, since its 

function is performed by the ablative case of the words один and палец. 

Although demonstrative pronouns are often translated within the similar mapping 

conditions reflecting shared ideas (see Section 4.1), the following examples show that a 

demonstrative pronoun can sometimes be omitted or replaced by more common expressions:  

8. What year is this_M? 

Какой сейчас год [lit. which now year]? (MN) 

9. The fat boy waited to be asked his name in turn but this_M proffer of 

acquaintance was not made <…>  

Толстый ждал, что его в свою  очередь  спросят  об  имени,  но  ему  не 

предложили  знакомиться [but he wasn‘t offered to become acquainted] <…> 

(LOTF) 

10. Behind this_M was the darkness of the forest proper and the open space of 

the scar. 

Сзади была тьма  леса  и  светлый  проем просеки [lit. Behind was darkness of 

forest and light opening of glade].  (LOTF)  

11. "These_M expanded HIV testing policies should be prioritised for 

implementation as soon as possible. 

"Политика расширенного анализа на вирус ВИЧ должна быть применена на 

практике как можно скорее [lit. Policy of expanded analysis on virus HIV must 

be applied on practice as soon as possible]. (BBC) 

In Examples 8 and 9 the English sentences have undergone significant transformations, 

and the word combinations containing demonstrative pronouns were replaced by Russian set 

expressions. In Example 9 the noun phrase proffer of acquaintance was translated by means of 

the verb combination предложить знакомиться [lit. to offer to get acquainted] (the widely 

used Russian verb знакомиться does not have a direct equivalent in English and can be 

translated as to meet for the first time, to get acquainted or to introduce oneself). As for 
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Examples 10 and 11, the demonstrative pronouns are simply omitted in the translations, since 

their use would lead to lexical redundancy. 

Some lexical units, which are considered as metaphorical due to the contrast between 

their basic spatial meaning and contextual temporal meaning, can also be rendered in Russian by 

means of common expressions without use of metaphor: 

12. How's it been going_M since the last_M time? 

Как ваше здоровье [How your health]? Никаких изменений [no changes]? 

(MN) 

13. I can remember a long_M time ago... 

Я помню то, что было очень давно [very ago]... (MN) 

14. The eight-bedroom, Georgian-style house with swimming-pool and sauna 

had recently been put on the market for more than £10.9m. It was withdrawn from 

sale last_M month. 

В начале года дом продавался за 10,9 млн фунтов, однако в прошлом месяце 

[lit. in past month] его сняли с торгов. 

In Example 12 the original sentence is split up into two sentences in the translated 

version, which do not render the temporal expression at all replacing it by more commonly used 

questions about the health of the patient. Thus, the metaphorically used word last is simply 

omitted. In the second pair of the sentences the English temporal expression long time ago is 

translated with a common Russian version of it очень давно (lit. very ago), which does not 

contain a similar adjective with a spatial basic sense. As for Example 14, the English sentence 

contains the metaphorically used adjective last, which is rendered into Russian by the adjective 

прошлый which has a basic temporal meaning ‗happening before the present day; past‘. 

The following examples show how the metaphorically used words are replaced by 

lexical units, the basic meanings of which correspond to the contextual meanings of the original 

words in the SL: 

15. Elise, I'm gonna  take_M the kids to school. 

Элиза, я отвезу [take by car] детей до школы. (MN) 
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16. I saw the other part of the plane. There were flames coming_M out of it.‘ 

<…> я  -  это - в окно смотрел, а там горело [was burning]. Наш самолет с 

другого края горел [lit. Our plane … was burning]. (LOTF) 

17. Can't catch_M me breath. 

Запыхаюсь я [I‘m panting]. (LOTF) 

18. <…> said the fat boy with a touch_M of pride. 

Cказал толстый не без [lit. not without] гордости. (LOTF) 

19. <…> her father wanted the whole_M family to be able to use it. 

ее отец хотел, чтобы гербом могла пользоваться не только она, но и вся 

семья [lit. all family]. (BBC) 

20. The readings from two reactor buildings showed a "harsh_M 

environment_M" for humans to work in, complicating efforts to stabilise the 

damaged reactors. 

Судя по первым результатам этих замеров, нынешний уровень 

радиационного излучения в помещениях около первого и третьего реакторов 

создает условия, крайне трудные [very difficult conditions] для работы людей. 

(BBC) 

21. It claims Samsung's Galaxy range of mobile phones and tablet "slavishly" 

copy the iPhone and iPad, according to court papers_M. 

В иске [lawsuit] Apple, в частности, предъявляются претензии к внешнему 

виду элементов программной оболочки продуктов Samsung. (BBC) 

22. Orlando is a popular destination for holidaymakers, with Walt Disney 

World and other tourist attractions_M. 

Орландо является одним из самых популярных туристических курортов в 

США, поскольку рядом с городом расположен парк развлечений Disneyland 

и морской тематический парк Sea World, а также другие популярные среди 

туристов места [lit. popular places]. (BBC) 

23. "In the current economic climate_M it was felt it was right to accept the 

offer [of the plane]. 

"в сложившихся экономических обстоятельствах [circumstances] мы сочли 

возможным принять предложение о предоставлении самолета". (BBC) 

Examples 15 – 23 demonstrate how metaphors can be replaced by non-metaphorical 

language in translation. According to the analyzed data, such transformations often occur when 

English conventional metaphors do not have an equivalent in the Russian language, where the 

corresponding meanings are rendered by words used in their basic senses. For instance, the verb 

отвезу given in Example 15 as the translation of the metaphorically used verb take has a basic 

meaning ‗to deliver something or someone somewhere by car or another means of transport‘ 
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(can be compared to the English to drive someone somewhere). Similarly, the phrase the flames 

coming out (where the present participle is used metaphorically) in Example 16 is replaced by 

the verb гореть with the basic meaning ‗to be affected by fire‘; the expression to catch one’s 

breath (where catch  is metaphor) in Example 17 is replaced by the verb запыхаться with the 

basic sense ‗to breathe hard‘; the adjective whole in Example 19 is translated as вся (‗whole, 

compete‘); the word combination harsh environment (which has also turned out to be not a quite 

novel expression, since it has 12 citations in the BNC) in Example 20 is replaced by the more 

neutral крайне трудные условия [very difficult conditions] in translation; the nouns papers is 

rendered by the word иск (meaning lawsuit) in Example 21; attractions is translated as 

популярные места [popular places] in Example 22; and climate is replaced by 

обстоятельства [circumstances] in Example 23. As for the metaphorical use of touch in a 

touch of pride (Example 18), where its contextual sense is ‗a little‘, it is translated with the 

commonly used Russian polyword не без [lit. not without], which is included in the list of 

polywords in the RNC and means ‗with a little of something‘.  

The analysis of metaphor use in the texts has also shown that some novel metaphors can 

be translated with non-metaphorical language. This translation pattern was found only in fiction, 

which is exemplified by the following cases: 

24. In the middle of the scar_M he stood on his head <…> 

Он  встал  на  голову  посреди  просеки [clearing]  <…> (LOTF) 

25. The ground beneath them was a bank covered with coarse grass, torn 

everywhere by the upheavals_M of fallen trees <…> 

Под  ними  росла  жесткая  трава, вспученная [swollen/ inflated]  

вывороченными  корнями <…> (LOTF) 

Example 24 contains the noun scar in the original version, which is a novel metaphor, 

since its contextual meaning, ‗a line of broken trees caused by a falling plane‗, is not mentioned 

in the Macmillan dictionary and is not found in the BNC. The meaning of the word is rendered in 

Russian by using the noun просека, which is used in its basic meaning, ‗a narrow line cleared 
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from trees in the forest‘. The same can be said about the next example, where the noun upheaval 

is used in an unusual contextual sense, ‗a place elevated above something,‘ which is translated 

with the participle вспученный derived from the verb вспучиваться with the basic meaning ‗to 

inflate, rise above something‘.  

The analysis also brought to light a group of data, which contains a metaphorically used 

word in the original version and a borrowed word in the Russian sentence, which is not marked 

as a metaphor. Such borrowings usually take place in a particular sphere, thus not reflecting all 

the range of meanings that the words have in the SL: 

26. Four per cent of men aged 18-24 said they used adult sites_M for more than 

10 hours a week <…>  

<…> 4% мужчин в возрасте 18-24 лет, согласно результатам опроса, 

проводят на сайтах для взрослых более 10 часов в неделю. (BBC)  

27. BBC denies rigging Top_M Gear Tesla Roadster car race. 

Производитель электрического суперкара против Top Gear. (BBC) 

28. Opposition_M leaders have been urging the prime minister to resign <…> 

В понедельник японская оппозиция потребовала отставки премьера Кана 

<…> (BBC) 

29. Is she depressed_M? 

У неѐ депрессия? (MN) 

In Example 26 the word sites in the English version is used metaphorically, since its 

contextual sense ‗a place on the Internet where information is available about a particular 

subject, organization etc.‘ and its spatial basic sense ‗a place used for a particular purpose‘ can 

be contrasted and compared. The word is translated with the borrowing from the English 

language
4
 сайт (pronounced as /saɪt/)  with the contextual meaning ‗a place on the Internet, 

which belongs to the user of the web (a person, an organization) for publishing visual 

information‘ coinciding with the only basic meaning listed in the dictionary. The same pattern 

can be seen in Example 28, where an English word with multiple meanings is rendered by means 

                                                             
4 Dictionary of Foreign Words of the Russian language (online resource) 
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of a word оппозиция (borrowed from Latin), which only has a political sense in the dictionaries, 

wherefore it is  not used metaphorically. In Example 27 the title of a TV-show, Top Gear (the 

word top is used metaphorically in the original sentence), is transferred to the Russian translation 

in an unchanged form. Since the words are not transcribed in Russian, they cannot be found in 

the Russian dictionaries and the decision on their metaphorical status cannot be made. Finally, 

the word depressed in Example 29, which is used metaphorically due to the contrast between its 

abstract contextual and spatial basic senses, is translated with the non-metaphorical word 

депрессия (borrowed from Latin), which is used in its basic sense ‗the state of melancholy as a 

psychological disorder‘. 

The following examples demonstrate that some instances of possible personification are 

also translated into Russian without preserving their status: 

30. <…> the twins shook their heads and pointed at each other, and the crowd 

laughed_PP. 

<…> близнецы трясли головами  и  тыкали  друг  в  друга пальцами под 

общий хохот [lit. common laughter]. (LOTF) 

31. Meanwhile Ralph continued to blow till voices shouted_PP in the forest. 

А  Ральф все дул, и уже в лесу слышались голоса [lit. voices were heard]. 

32. Although Tesla say_PP it'll do 200 miles, we worked out that on our track it 

would run out after just 55 miles 

В Tesla говорят [lit. in Tesla [they] say], что машина проезжает 200 миль [без 

подзарядки], но мы выяснили, что на нашем треке она истощается уже через 

55 миль 

33. A group calling_PP itself "Topple The Tyrants" occupied the £10.9m house 

in Hampstead Garden Suburb in north London on Wednesday morning. 

Дом ценой около 11 млн фунтов (почти 18 млн долларов) в районе Хэмпстед 

на севере Лондона захвачен группой активистов "Долой тиранов" [group of 

activists ―Topple The Tyrants‖]. 

In Example 30 the verb laughed was marked as possible personification since it refers to 

the noun crowd; in Russian, however, it was replaced by the word combination общий хохот 

[common laughter] introduced by the metaphorically used preposition под, which has the basic 

sense ‗used to indicate an object, below which the action is directed or at the lower part of which 
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the action is performed or something is situated‘ (compare to the English under), while in the 

context it means ‗conditions or circumstances at which the action is performed‘. Example 31 

contains the verb shouted, which is also taken as possible personification, since it is used with 

the noun voices that represents a non-human agent. The metaphor-related word is translated into 

Russian by the reflexive verb слышаться [to be heard], which is used in its basic meaning. In 

Example 32 the company Tesla is described as saying, which is also included into the group of 

metonymy-metaphor interrelation. The sentence is translated into Russian with an indefinite-

personal construction that implies the presence of a predicate only (говорят), which is used in 

plural to refer to an unknown doer. The verb говорят [say] is used in its basic sense an is 

therefore not  marked as a metaphor-related word. In the last example the metaphor-related word 

calling is omitted in the Russian version of the sentence, where the noun phrase группа 

активистов [group of activists] is followed by the name of the group, "Долой Тиранов" 

[Topple the Tyrants]. 

As the study showed, it is very rare that implicit metaphor is fully preserved in the TL, 

since it is either replaced by another type of metaphor (e.g. indirect metaphor) or simply omitted. 

The following sentence represents a case where implicit metaphor is not rendered in translation: 

34. <…> a bird, a vision of red and yellow, flashed upwards with a witch-like 

cry_M; and this cry_M was echoed by another_Mimpl. 

<…> какая-то птица желто-красной вспышкой взметнулась вверх, голося, 

как ведьма; и на ее крик эхом отозвался другой. 

The English noun cry here is used metaphorically, since its contextual sense ‗the noise 

that an animal or bird makes‘ can be contrasted and compared with its basic sense ‗a loud 

expression of emption, especially pain, fear, or happiness‘, which requires a human referent. The 

indefinite pronoun another is used to replace the noun cry at the end of the sentence, thus the 

pronoun is marked as implicit metaphor (‗Mimpl‘). In the Russian translation of the sentence the 

noun cry is rendered by the word крик, which has a basic meaning ‗loud, tense sound of voice, 
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loud exclamation; loud noise that animals or birds make‘. Such conflation of meanings takes 

place in both the ND and the LED; therefore we do not mark the word as metaphorically used. 

This means that the adjective другой [another] is not marked as implicit metaphor in the Russian 

sentence.  

Interestingly, there are also cases of a reverse translation pattern, when non-

metaphorical lexical units are translated with the use of metaphor. This type of translation was 

found to be especially frequent in fiction, occurring more rarely in news and the movie script. It 

is usually encountered when a metaphor in the TL represents a common expression, which will 

not interfere with the general tone of narration: 

35. Where did you get that? 

Где вы это достали_М? 
 

36. Royal experts say the coat of arms <…> marks the increased social status of 

her parents and her potential as a future queen. 

Этот знак, как указывают_M [lit. point] знатоки королевских традиций, 

призван отразить социальный статус родителей невесты, которая в_M  

будущем может стать королевой [who in the future may become a queen]. 

(BBC) 

37. The baby was taken to hospital, where medical staff said they saw no 

bruises or scratches and deemed her in good health. 

Ребенка увезли в больницу, где врачи констатировали, что у малышки нет 

ни синяков, ни царапин, и ее состояние_М [lit. posture] здоровья 

оценивается_М [lit. is assessed] как хорошее. (BBC) 

38. The fat boy stood by him, breathing hard.  

Толстый стоял рядом и дышал, как_Mflag паровоз_Mdirect [like a 

locomotive]. (LOTF) 

39. <…> and always, almost invisible, was the heat. 

<…> и, почти видимая глазу, плавала_M [lit. was floating] вокруг жара. 

(LOTF) 

40. Then he got muddled <…> 

Скоро он запутался_M [lit. tangled] <…> (LOTF) 

In Example 35 the verb get used in its basic meaning is replaced by the Russian verb 

достали, which is identified as metaphorically used since its contextual sense ‗to get something 
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that is hard to find‘ is different from its basic sense ‗take something placed at a distance by 

extending your arm‘ and can be compared to it, since physical distance can stand for absence or 

rarity of something. The next example (36) shows how two new metaphors appear in the process 

of translation, when say is rendered by the metaphorical указывают (with the basic meaning 

equivalent to the English to point), and the noun combination future queen is elaborated in 

Russian to которая в  будущем может стать королевой [who in the future may become  a 

queen], where the preposition в [in] is used metaphorically. Other instances of conventional 

metaphor appearing in translation can be seen in Examples 37 and 40: health is replaced by 

phrase состояние здоровья (the former is metaphor, since its basic meaning is ‗being in certain 

position‘), deemed is translated as оценивается (with the basic meaning ‗to identify value, tell 

the price of something‘), and got muddled is rendered by the verb запутался [lit. tangled]. It is 

especially interesting to observe how the original sentences in Examples 38 and 39 were 

translated: the former demonstrates how the non-metaphorical adverb hard is replaced by the 

direct metaphor как паровоз [like a locomotive], while the latter contains a novel metaphor in 

translation (the collocation плавать [float]+жара [heat] occurs only twice in the RNC, both 

times in Lord of the Flies). 

To conclude, this section has shown how words can be translated from English into 

Russian with a change in their metaphorical status. Such changes mostly occur while translating 

indirect conventional metaphors expressed by prepositions, demonstrative pronouns etc., as well 

as possible personifications and implicit metaphors. Such types of metaphor-related words as 

indirect novel metaphors (with a few exceptions belonging to the fiction) and direct metaphors 

are not usually translated within the DMC. This fact can be explained by the expressive or 

aesthetic power of such metaphors in a text as opposed to more conventionalized metaphors. The 

reverse pattern of translation within the DMC is also found, when non-metaphorical words are 

replaced by metaphors in translation. Such newly introduced metaphors vary from indirect 
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conventional metaphors to novel and direct metaphors depending on a register that a text belongs 

to. 

4.3. Translation of metaphor flags 

Since metaphor flags do not express any particular cross-domain mappings, but only signal it, 

they do not fall under the classifications proposed by Mandelblit (1995) and Al-Hasnawi (2007). 

Nevertheless, since the MIPVU positions them as MRWs and offers a reliable tool for their 

identification, their use and translation can be compared. Similar to the translation of metaphor, 

the translation of metaphor flags can follow three major patterns: 1) translation through the use 

of direct equivalents in the target language; 2) translation through non-equivalent metaphor flags, 

and 3) translation without use of metaphor flags. 

Since English-Russian dictionaries (www.multitran.ru) usually provide several possible 

translations for such metaphor flags as like and as, it was decided to consider only those 

belonging to the same part of speech as belonging to the first translation pattern: 

1. The two boys <…> flung themselves down and lay grinning and panting at 

Ralph like_Mflag (preposition) dogs. 

Двое круглоголовых мальчиков <…> повалились ничком и, улыбаясь и 

тяжко дыша, как как_Mflag (preposition) два пса<…> 

2. The fat boy lowered himself over the terrace and sat down carefully, using the 

edge as_Mflag (preposition) a seat.  

Толстый  мальчик осторожно спустил ноги с террасы и присел на край, 

как_Mflag (preposition) на стульчик. (LOTF) 

In case a metaphor flag is rendered, but another part of speech (or synthetic means like 

inflections or suffixes) is used, the translation is considered as following the second pattern: 

3. They raised wet lips at Ralph, for they seemed_Mflag (verb) provided with 

not quite enough skin, so that their profiles were blurred and their mouths 

pulled open. 

Губы  у близнецов были влажные, на них будто_Mflag (preposition) не 

хватило кожи, и потому у обоих  смазались  контуры  профиля  и  не  

закрывались  рты.  (LOTF) 

http://www.multitran.ru/
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4. <…> the choir, who perched like_Mflag (preposition) black birds on the 

criss-cross trunks <…> 

<…> хористов, которые черн-ыми_Mflag птиц-ами_Mflag (ablative case 

inflections) на жердочках обсели  поваленные стволы <…> (LOTF) 

Finally, if a metaphor flag is omitted in translation, the third pattern is in play. In this 

case direct metaphor signaled by a metaphor flag is often replaced by indirect metaphor: 

5. It's like_M [her hormones have gone to her head]_MDirect. 

Ей гормоны в_M голову_M ударили_M [lit. hit in her head]. (MN) 

6. Here, the eye was first attracted to a black, bat_Mdirect-like_Mflag creature 

that danced on the sand, and only later perceived the body above it. 

И тогда взгляд сначала притягивался к пляшущему на песке черному 

упырю_M [lit. ghoul] и лишь затем поднимался выше  и  различал  

бегущего  человека. (LOTF) 

 

Thus, the classification developed by Mandelblit (1995) and elaborated by Al-Hasnawi 

(2007) was extended to include metaphor flags in accordance with the classification of MRWs 

proposed in the framework of the MIPVU procedure. Metaphor flags have already proved to be a 

rich research material due to their role in spoken discourse (Cameron & Deignan 2003). The 

classification developed above can help in the analysis of the translation of metaphor signals 

from English into Russian (and vice versa) in the future. It can also help recognize the change in 

metaphor type during translation (e.g. indirect metaphor -> direct metaphor) and can be used in 

the study of conventionality, novelty and deliberateness of metaphor in translation.  

4.4. Conclusion 

Chapter 4 demonstrated the comparison of linguistic metaphors in original English texts and 

their translations into Russian. The cases were divided into two major groups in accordance with 

the classification proposed by Mandelblit (1995): Similar Mapping Conditions and Different 

Mapping Conditions. The extension of Mandelblit‘s classification developed by Al-Hasnawi 

(2007) dividing the first group into SMC reflecting shared ideas and SMC reflecting different 

ideas was also applied. The analysis of metaphors and their translations led to the identification 
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of one more translation scenario (SMC reflecting shared ideas, but by different types of metaphor 

within Similar Mapping Conditions), as well as the classification of translation of metaphor 

flags. These introductions were conditioned by the use of MIPVU, which provides a well-

articulated typology of metaphor-related words (e.g. indirect metaphor, direct metaphor, implicit 

metaphor, metaphor flag etc.). Due to the fact that MRWs were classified and described in 

groups depending on the metaphor type and conventionality, the classification allowed to 

observe certain tendencies in metaphor translation (more consistent rendering of indirect novel 

metaphors and direct metaphors in comparison to indirect conventional metaphors; frequent 

rendering of indirect novel metaphors and direct metaphors within the same conceptual domain 

vs. diversity of translation patterns for indirect conventional metaphors, etc.). Such tendencies 

will be further examined in the following chapter, where the comparison of potential conceptual 

metaphors will be made.  
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Chapter 5. Conceptual metaphors in English and Russian languages 

The topic of conceptual metaphors brought up by Lakoff & Johnson in Metaphors We Live By 

(1980) has been as much supported as opposed by many linguists and psycholinguists (Casasanto 

2009, Keysar & Bly, 1995, Murphy 1996, 1997). The criticism of the theory concerned such 

aspects as overgeneralization of linguistic examples, use of invented examples, lack of 

experimental evidence etc. While some of the assumptions made by Lakoff and Johnson and 

their followers (e.g. children‘s ability to think metaphorically) were eventually proved by tests 

(Gibbs 1994, Seitz 2005), there is still much to be revealed about conceptual metaphor. 

Nevertheless, it looks natural to conclude the present study with the discussion of 

potentially existing conceptual mappings that can be formulated on the basis of the linguistic 

data. For the purpose of convenience I will use the A is B format and small capital letters to 

describe such cross-domain mappings, in compliance with Lakoff and Johnson‘s tradition. I 

would like to emphasize that my aim is not to claim that such mappings exist, but rather use 

them to summarize and classify material, as well as make some new observations about the 

translation patterns.  

The potential conceptual mappings based on the linguistic metaphors analyzed in this 

study are presented in Table 2. They are divided into three major groups according to their 

correspondence across the English and Russian data: Similar conceptual mappings, Different 

conceptual mappings, and Mappings without an equivalent in the other language. The first and 

the third groups are subdivided into conventional mappings and novel mappings. 

Table 2 

Similar conceptual mappings 

Conventional mappings 

TIME IS SPACE ВРЕМЯ – ЭТО ПРОСТРАНСТВО 

DISCOURSE IS SPACE ДИСКУРС – ЭТО ПРОСТРАНСТВО 
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CHILDREN ARE ANGELS ДЕТИ – ЭТО АНГЕЛЫ 

SMOKE IS A PERSON ДЫМ – ЭТО ЧЕЛОВЕК 

LIFE IS A PERSON ЖИЗНЬ – ЭТО ЧЕЛОВЕК 

WATCH IS A PERSON ЧАСЫ – ЭТО ЧЕЛОВЕК 

HAIR IS TOW ВОЛОСЫ – ЭТО ПАКЛЯ 

RELATIONSHIPS ARE LINKS ОТНОШЕНИЯ – ЭТО СВЯЗИ 

A WELL-KNOWN PERSON IS THE BACK OF ONE‘S 

HAND 

ЗНАКОМЫЙ ЧЕЛОВЕК – ЭТО ПЯТЬ ПАЛЬЦЕВ 

HORMONES ARE PEOPLE ГОРМОНЫ – ЭТО ЛЮДИ 

LIFE IS A PATH ЖИЗНЬ – ЭТО СТЕЗЯ 

Novel mappings 

LIFE IS A PERSON ON THE FRONT SEAT OF A CAR ЖИЗНЬ – ЭТО ЧЕЛОВЕК НА ПЕРЕДНЕМ 

СИДЕНИИ МАШИНЫ 

CONCEPTION IS A CARD GAME ЗАЧАТИЕ – ЭТО КАРТОЧНАЯ ИГРА 

LIFE IS A FRENCH MOVIE ЖИЗНЬ – ЭТО ФРАНЦУЗСКОЕ КИНО 

LIFE IS A CHESS GAME ЖИЗНЬ – ЭТО ИГРА В ШАХМАТЫ 

LEAVES ARE FEATHERS ЛИСТЬЯ – ЭТО ОПЕРЕНЬЕ 

LEAVES ARE A ROOF ЛИСТЬЯ – ЭТО КРОВЛЯ 

A DELIGHTED VOICE IS BASS STRINGS ВОСТОРЖЕННЫЙ ГОЛОС – ЭТО БАСОВЫЕ 

СТРУНЫ 

A BIRD IS A WITCH ПТИЦА – ЭТО ВЕДЬМА 

COCONUTS ARE SKULLS КОКОСЫ – ЭТО ЧЕРЕПА 

THE EDGE OF A TREE IS A SEAT КРАЙ ДЕРЕВА – ЭТО СТУЛ 

RALPH IS A FIGHTER-PLANE РАЛЬФ – ЭТО ИСТРЕБИТЕЛЬ 

A LAGOON IS A BATH ЛАГУНА – ЭТО ВАННА 

A LINE OF FALLEN TREES IS A SCAR ПРОСЕКА – ЭТО ШРАМ 

A BEACH IS A BOW-STAVE ПЕСОК – ЭТО ЛУКА 

A SHELL IS A PERSON РАКОВИНА – ЭТО ЧЕЛОВЕК 

A FLOCK OF BIRDS IS A CLOUD СТАЯ ПТИЦ – ЭТО ТУЧА 

BOYS‘ FACES ARE NEWLY WASHED PLUMS ЛИЦА МАЛЬЧИКОВ – ЭТО СВЕЖЕПРОМЫТЫЕ 

СЛИВЫ 

Different conceptual mappings 

GRATITUDE IS DEBT БЛАГОДАРНОСТЬ – ЭТО НОША [GRATITUDE IS 
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BURDEN] 

MAKING KNOWN IS RELEASING / REVEALING  СООБЩЕНИЕ ИНФОРМАЦИИ – ЭТО 

РАСПРОСТРАНЕНИЕ / РАСКРЫТИЕ [MAKING 

KNOWN IS SPREADING / OPENING] 

MEMORIES ARE SNATCHES ВОСПОМИНАНИЯ –  

ЭТО ПРОБЛЕСКИ [MEMORIES ARE FLASHES] 

THE WORLD IS A DUMP МИР – ЭТО ГАДЮШНИК [WORLD IS SNAKE PIT] 

LAUGHTER IS A STORM ХОХОТ – ЭТО ВЗРЫВ [LAUGHTER IS BURST] 

EMOTIONAL DEPRESSION IS A MELTDOWN ЭМОЦИОНАЛЬНАЯ ДЕПРЕССИЯ – ЭТО ПАДЕНИЕ 

[EMOTIONAL DEPRESSION IS FALL] 

Mappings without an equivalent in the other language 

Conventional metaphors 

A STATE OF AFFAIRS IS A MOVING OBJECT  

BREATH IS AN OBJECT  

A SMALL AMOUNT OF SOMETHING IS A TOUCH  

 ИЗМЕНЕНИЕ СОСТОЯНИЯ – ЭТО СТАНОВЛЕНИЕ 

НА НОГИ [BECOMING IS STANDING UP] 

 ЧЕЛОВЕК – ЭТО ПАРОВОЗ [PERSON IS 

LOCOMOTIVE] 

 ЗАМЕШАТЕЛЬСТВО – ЭТО ЗАПУТЫВАНИЕ 

[CONFUSION IS ENTANGLEMENT] 

Novel metaphors 

A BUMP IS AN UPHEAVAL  

 ЖАРА – ЭТО ПЛАВАЮЩИЙ ПРЕДМЕТ [HEAT IS 

FLOATING OBJECT] 

 

One of the most frequent conceptual metaphors occurring in both the English and the 

Russian versions of the texts is TIME IS SPACE/ ВРЕМЯ – ЭТО ПРОСТРАНСТВО. It can be traced in 

the identical metaphorical use of words belonging to different word classes such as 

demonstrative pronouns (On that occasion. / В тот [that] раз.), prepositions (Almost eight out 

of 10 men said. / Восемь из [out] каждых десяти опрошенных мужчин сказали.), nouns (at 
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the end of May / в конце [end] мая), adverbs (Remember even further back / Теперь, загляни 

еще дальше [further]), adjectives and participles (high prevalence of HIV – meaning / 

повышенное [raised] число ВИЧ-инфицированных). Demonstrative pronouns also express the 

conceptual mapping DISCOURSE IS SPACE (The fat boy said this solemnly / Светлый произнес 

это [this] мрачно) in the two languages. 

Both types of data hint at the existence of such conventional conceptual metaphors as 

CHILDREN ARE ANGELS/ ДЕТИ – ЭТО АНГЕЛЫ (Section 4.1.1, Example 19), LIFE IS A PATH / ЖИЗНЬ 

– ЭТО СТЕЗЯ (Section 4.1.1, Example 54), RELATIONSHIPS ARE LINKS / ОТНОШЕНИЯ – ЭТО СВЯЗИ 

(Section 4.1.1, Example 25), A WELL-KNOWN PERSON IS THE BACK OF ONE‘S HAND /ЗНАКОМЫЙ 

ЧЕЛОВЕК – ЭТО ПЯТЬ ПАЛЬЦЕВ (Section 4.1.1, Example 45), HAIR IS TOW / ВОЛОСЫ – ЭТО ПАКЛЯ 

(Section 4.1.1, Example 53), as well as the personification of SMOKE (Section 4.1.1, Example 

21), LIFE (Section 4.1.1, Example 22), and HORMONES (Section 4.1.1, Example 60), which are 

accompanied by the verbs of human movement (to go in, to pass by, to go etc.).  

I also found novel metaphors, which are translated directly from English into Russian. 

Such metaphors represent the following coinciding conceptual mappings: CONCEPTION IS A CARD 

GAME/ЗАЧАТИЕ – ЭТО КАРТОЧНАЯ ИГРА (Section 4.1.1, Example 36), LIFE IS A PERSON ON A 

FRONT SEAT OF A CAR / ЖИЗНЬ – ЭТО ЧЕЛОВЕК НА ПЕРЕДНЕМ СИДЕНИИ МАШИНЫ (Section 4.1.1, 

Example 37), EMOTIONAL DEPRESSION IS WATER/ ЭМОЦИОНАЛЬНАЯ ДЕПРЕССИЯ – ЭТО ВОДА 

(Section 4.1.1, Example 38), LIFE IS A FRENCH MOVIE/ЖИЗНЬ – ЭТО ФРАНЦУЗСКОЕ КИНО (Section 

4.1.1, Example 44), LEAVES ARE FEATHERS / ЛИСТЬЯ – ЭТО ОПЕРЕНЬЕ (Section 4.1.1, Example 

40), A DELIGHTED VOICE IS BASS STRINGS/ ВОСТОРЖЕННЫЙ ГОЛОС – ЭТО БАСОВЫЕ СТРУНЫ 

(Section 4.1.1, Example 42), A BIRD IS A WITCH / ПТИЦА – ЭТО ВЕДЬМА (Section 4.1.1, Example 

46), COCONUTS ARE SKULLS / КОКОСЫ – ЭТО ЧЕРЕПА (Section 4.1.1, Example 47) etc. As was 
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suggested in Section 4.1.1, it is possible that such conceptual mappings are often rendered in 

translation because of their importance for the imagery of a text.  

Section 4.1.2 has brought to light a group of different conceptual metaphors 

corresponding to each other in translation. Such metaphors are either conventionalized in both 

cases (GRATITUDE IS DEBT and БЛАГОДАРНОСТЬ – ЭТО НОША [GRATITUDE IS A BURDEN] in 

Example 8, MAKING KNOWN IS RELEASING / REVEALING and СООБЩЕНИЕ ИНФОРМАЦИИ – ЭТО 

РАСПРОСТРАНЕНИЕ / РАСКРЫТИЕ [MAKING KNOWN IS SPREADING / OPENING] in Example 9, and 

MEMORIES ARE SNATCHES and ВОСПОМИНАНИЯ – ЭТО ПРОБЛЕСКИ [MEMORIES ARE FLASHES] in 

Example 10) or novel in the original texts and conventional in translation (LAUGHTER IS A STORM 

AND ХОХОТ – ЭТО ВЗРЫВ [LAUGHTER IS A BURST] in Example 15, THE WORLD IS A DUMP AND МИР 

– ЭТО ГАДЮШНИК [THE WORLD IS A SNAKE PIT] in Example 13). There is only one case where 

novel metaphor is translated with another novel metaphor, where a change of conceptual 

mapping takes place: EMOTIONAL DEPRESSION IS A MELTDOWN -> ЭМОЦИОНАЛЬНАЯ ДЕПРЕССИЯ 

– ЭТО ПАДЕНИЕ [EMOTIONAL DEPRESSION IS A FALL] in Example 16. One of the interesting cases 

encountered during the analysis is the personification of watch/ часы, which is common for both 

English and Russian on the conceptual level, but is verbalized in two different ways: watch goes/ 

часы говорят (watch says). This example demonstrates that in spite of a correspondence on the 

conceptual level, metaphors can differ in terms of the grounds, the similarity, which explains the 

comparison (Goatly 1997). 

Finally, it was found that some potential conceptual mappings do not have a counterpart 

in one of the two languages under study. Such mappings are mostly conventional like A STATE OF 

AFFAIRS IS A MOVING OBJECT (Section 4.2, Example 12), BREATH IS AN OBJECT (Section 4.2, 

Example 17), A SMALL AMOUNT OF SOMETHING IS A TOUCH (Section 4.2, Example 18) in the 

English language and ИЗМЕНЕНИЕ СОСТОЯНИЯ – ЭТО СТАНОВЛЕНИЕ НА НОГИ [BECOMING IS 
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STANDING UP] (Section 4.2, Examples 36, 37), ЧЕЛОВЕК – ЭТО ПАРОВОЗ [A PERSON IS A 

LOCOMOTIVE] (Section 4.2, Example 39), ЗАМЕШАТЕЛЬСТВО – ЭТО ЗАПУТЫВАНИЕ [CONFUSION IS 

ENTANGLEMENT] (Section 4.2, Example 41) in the Russian language. The only novel mappings, 

which did not have an equivalent in the other language, were A BUMP IS AN UPHEAVAL (Section 

4.2, Example 25) and ЖАРА – ЭТО ПЛАВАЮЩИЙ ПРЕДМЕТ [HEAT IS A FLOATING OBJECT] (Section 

4.2, Example 40). 

It is important to mention that the identification of mappings has several limitations. 

First, as was pointed out by Lakoff and Johnson (1980), not all linguistic metaphors can be put 

into certain conceptual mappings (e.g. tourist attractions, the whole family). Second, the fact that 

some linguistic metaphors were not translated within a similar mapping does not necessarily 

mean that the conceptual mapping is absent in the other language. For example, the sentence У 

нее депрессия? (Is she depressed?) does not contain a metaphor, but the conceptual mapping 

UNHAPPY IS DOWN can be identified in other Russian expressions (как в воду опущенный [as if 

he was dropped into the water] meaning ‗sad‘). The decisions about such metaphors had to be 

based on the linguistic knowledge and intuitions of the researcher. Finally, it was not always 

clear which word should be included into the name of conceptual mapping. For example, in the 

set expression catch one’s breath it is the verb that is used metaphorically, but it seems more 

natural to include the noun into the name of a conceptual mapping, since it would follow the A is 

B structure proposed by Lakkoff and Johnson (1980).  

However, despite the limitations imposed by the classification, the table reveals certain 

tendencies in translation. It can be seen that conventional mappings are subject to various 

transformations in translation, while novel metaphors are more often rendered within the same 

conceptual domain. In case novel metaphors are translated with the use of another mapping, the 

latter is more often conventional than novel. These are the findings that can be developed in 
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further research and checked against a larger dual language corpus. As for the overall 

classification of potential conceptual metaphors identified on the basis of the linguistic evidence, 

it provides a fruitful ground for further psycholinguistic research, which would examine  their 

existence in the mind. Such a study would make one more step in answering numerous questions 

imposed by the conceptual metaphor theory and our understanding how the human mind works.  
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Chapter 6. Conclusion and discussion 

The goal of the present thesis was to conduct a comparison of English and Russian linguistic 

metaphors in three parallel subcorpora (news, fiction, and a movie script) and to analyze the 

conceptual cross-domain mappings expressed by such linguistic metaphors. On the way to 

reaching this goal the following milestones were set: adaptation of MIPVU to the Russian 

language, identification of metaphors in English texts and their translations into Russian, 

classification of the linguistic metaphors in accordance with the metaphor translation scenarios 

proposed by Mandelblit (1995) and Al-Hasnawi (2007), and a comparison of English and 

Russian potential conceptual metaphors on the basis of the scenarios. The results of the work 

will be reported below. 

In accordance with the first task set in this study, the metaphor identification procedure 

developed for the English language by Steen et al. (2010) on the basis of Pragglejaz‘s MIP 

(2008) was applied to Russian. Since Russian and English belong to different language families, 

use different alphabets and function in accordance with different grammatical rules, it was 

expected that MIPVU would need some substantial modifications in order to be applicable to the 

Russian materials. The greatest concern was the synthetic nature of the language, which could 

cause problems at the very first stage of metaphor analysis, that is, the identification of the 

lexical units. However, contrary to what was expected, the language showed much similarity to 

English in this respect, since one lexical unit turned out to correspond to one separate word 

(expressing a separate meaning) in the majority of cases. Thus, the decision to follow POS 

tagging was taken as a general guideline for identifying lexical units. 

Like the original version of MIPVU, MIPVU-Russian has several exceptions to this 

rule. These include polywords, compounds, and proper names, but exclude phrasal verbs, since 

such a category does not exist in Russian. The dictionaries chosen as tools for MIPVU-Russian 
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were Efremova‘s Contemporary Explanatory Dictionary of the Russian Language (abbreviated 

as ND) and Kuznetsov‘s Large Explanatory Dictionary of the Russian Language (LED). The 

choice was based on the year of edition and the number of entries, which could ensure 

unobstructed analysis of contemporary texts. Since the principles of organizing Russian 

dictionaries (based on grammatical principles of the language) differ from those used in English 

lexicography, some new guidelines for identifying a word‘s basic sense were added. These 

concerned the facts that verbs are usually listed only in one of their aspects (perfective or 

imperfective), nouns and adjectives are listed without a negative prefix не- [un-] etc. Some 

instructions found in the original version of MIPVU were found to be irrelevant for the Russian 

version due to the absence of certain grammatical categories (primary verbs, verbs initiating 

complex verb constructions, causative verbs, countable vs. uncountable nouns). The choice of 

dictionaries also led to changing the guidelines for identifying distinct senses, which was now 

based on a semantic analysis rather than the implication that different senses are listed under 

different numbers. Apart from these modifications and some other minor remarks, the procedure 

was found to be highly applicable to the Russian language, since all the basic steps and tags used 

for marking metaphor-related words remained unchanged. The application of MIPVU-Russian 

was demonstrated in Section 3.9. 

Next, the procedure was applied to the dual language corpus containing over 30 000 

words. The metaphors found in the English texts were compared to their translations and 

classified in accordance with three translation scenarios: SMC reflecting shared ideas, SMC 

reflecting different ideas, and DMC. The data within the groups was organized according to the 

conventionality and novelty of metaphors, as well as types of metaphor-related words as 

provided by MIPVU (indirect metaphor, direct metaphor, implicit metaphor, possible 

personification, and metaphor flags). During the analysis, the classification was complemented 

with one more group of data, SMC reflecting shared ideas, but expressed by different types of 
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metaphor, which contained metaphors that preserved their metaphorical status in translation, but 

were expressed by a different type of metaphor-related language (e.g. indirect metaphor replaced 

by direct metaphor in translation). The existence of such translation scenarios leads to certain 

conclusions about novelty and conventionality of the same metaphors in different languages (see 

Section 4.1.3). The joint application of MIPVU and Mandelblit‘s classification (1995) resulted in 

the development of classification of metaphor flags translation. This  followed the same three 

scenarios proposed by Mandelblit (1995) and Al-Hasnawi (2007) (however, the term mapping is 

not applied here, since metaphor flags are not metaphors proper): 1) translation through the use 

of direct equivalents in the target language; 2) translation through non-equivalent metaphor flags, 

and 3) translation without use of metaphor flags (usually combined with the change in metaphor 

type). Thus, due to the use of MIPVU and the detailed classification of metaphor-related 

language, the typology developed by cognitive translation theorists can be elaborated further to 

include one more type of metaphor translation,  the category of metaphor flags. 

Finally, linguistic metaphors found in the parallel corpus were analyzed from the 

perspective of the conceptual metaphor theory proposed by Lakoff and Johnson (1980). Target 

and source domains were identified, and the conceptual metaphors were presented in A is B 

form. The comparison of potential English and Russian cross-domain mappings were presented 

in Table 2, where the mappings were divided into Similar conceptual mappings, Different 

conceptual mappings, and Mappings without an equivalent in the other language. The first and 

the last groups were subdivided into conventional and novel metaphors. Thus, certain 

correspondences and differences between English and Russian conceptual systems were found 

on the basis of the bottom-up corpus analysis.  

Here I would like to refrain from drawing conclusions about whole conceptual systems 

of the two languages, since such inferences should be proved by psycholinguistic research. 
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Nevertheless, I would like to draw attention to the fact that schematic description of the cross-

domain mappings and their grouping allows us to see certain tendencies in translation of 

conventional versus novel metaphors: conventional metaphors are more often transformed in 

translation than novel ones. This observation can serve as grounds for further research on the 

topic of metaphor translation. Since such aspects of metaphor as novelty and deliberateness of 

metaphor are closely connected (Steen 2011), such research could be combined with 

investigating how deliberateness of metaphor influences its translation.  

It should be mentioned that the importance of this paper is not limited to the 

perspectives opened in the field of metaphor translation. Coming back to my personal reasons for 

undertaking this study, the development of the Russian version of MIPVU is expected to play an 

important role in making metaphor research in Russian more reliable and complying with the 

standards of the modern scientific world. This thesis can become a starting point for metaphor 

annotation of a large corpus of data, comparison of metaphor density across various registers and 

the development of an online metaphor annotated corpus for the Russian language. These are 

ambitious goals that have already been set and achieved in the field of English linguistics at the 

VU Amsterdam (Steen et al 2010; VU Amsterdam Metaphor Corpus, online resource). 
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Appendix 

The appendix contains the texts under study: 1) the script of the movie Mr. Nobody; 2) the 

excerpt from the novel Lord of the Flies; and 3) the news articles found on the BBC website. All 

of the texts are accompanied by Russian translations. The metaphor-related lexical units are 

marked in bolds with the tags following an underscore (e.g. measure_M). The limits of 

metaphor-related lexical units containing more than one word are marked with square brackets 

(e.g. [back of my hand]_Mdirect). 

Every metaphor that appears in a text for the first time is explained in the comments. An 

explanation either contains two senses found in the dictionaries (first sense is basic, second sense 

is contextual) or the reason for marking the word as related to metaphor (mostly for ambiguous 

cases, ‗WIDLII‘). In case a dictionary does not contain a contextual sense, the sense is given in 

the English language irrespective of the language of the text. If a metaphor appears again shortly 

after the explanation was provided, the second explanation may be omitted in order to save space 

and arrange all the explanations in a convenient way. The same applies to frequent conventional 

metaphors (e.g. expressed by prepositions), which are explained in detail only at the beginning of 

each text. 

 

 


